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PILOT STUDY #1

EFFECTS OF WRITING PROMPT MODALITY-ON:WRITING PERFORMANCE

Researchers have directed little systematic study to the effects of

writing prompt modality on written production. 'Given the body of research

identifying the variability in student writing performance from topic to

topic, (F.JGodshalk, Swineford and Coffman, 1973) CSE will conduct a

series Of studies aimed at reducing variability of student writing perform-

ance attributable to lack of information about a topic. A writing competency

test aims, after all, to assess writing-specific skills. Availability

of sufficient content to formulate a written response is a necessary

resource, but distinct from the writing production skills of interest.

Test writers' primary strategy for reducing error variance due to

accessibility of topic-related information has been to offer topics

"familiar and interesting to students". The most common modality of

writing prompt has been the written form which instructs examinees to

write about a topic or, in some cases, presents limited information

about the content and the aspects of it required for the exam. Less

frequently, the visual modality has been used to present one or more

pictures to stimulate writing.

From the perspective of cognitive information processing, the modality

of the prompt may serve not simply to satisfy the preference or whim of

the test writer, but to provide to the examinee quite different amounts

and forms of input about required essay content. Hoping a topic is

"interesting and familiar': to students risks permitting irrelevant

variability among students. Research certainly provides empirical evidence of
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large error variance due to subject-by-topic interactions (Godshalk, et al.,

1966; Spooner-Smith, 1978; Pitts, 1978; Winters, 1978; Quellmalz, 1979).

If multiple writing topids are intended to represent parallel, homogene-

ous items -for sampling a domain of writing skill, then tests should attend

to means of presenting the writing topic which will minimize indivi-

dual differences attributable to topic familiarity.

A related issue in the use of written prompts is the level of read-

ingcomprehension required.' Students with low comprehension skills may

perform at a low level because of their poor comprehension of the topic

requirements rather-than because of their actual writing ability. A

visual prompt might avoid some of the limitations of written prompts

by providing the learner with all or most topic-relevant information

and perhaps even assistin in the organization'of that information.

In preparation for a study of the effects of writing prompt

Modality on essays written in two modes' of discourse, the present inves-

tigation attempted to identify dimensions of essay scoring criteria that

would be sensitive to probable effects of the different modalities. The

potential research questions suggest a variety of dependent measures and,

hence, scoring criteria:

1) Do the different' writing modalities affect essay rating on CSE

.
Analytic Expository Scale subscales? In particular, do differen-

ces occur on the General. Impression, Organization, Support, and

Total Score ratings?

ma

2) Does prompt modalityaffect essay length? 1

3) Does prompt modality influence the number and types of facts

included in the essay?

4) Does prompt modality affect syntactic fluency?

Since the final study will examine eighth-grade writing performanCe,

the pilot study also examined the appropriateness of an analytic scor-

ing rubric previously employed with high school and college level writing.

,
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PILOT STUDIES

EFFECTS OrliARIATIONSIN WRITING TASISTIMULI ON THE

ANALYSIS OF STUDENT WRITING PERFORMANCE

Technical reports on assessment instruments seldom include specifi-.

- cations that clearly describe the stimulus and response attributes of

the test's design. it is. not clear why these design features are absent;

perhaps they were never considered by the test designers, or perhaps they

are simply not documented in the technical reports. In an attempt to

move test design from craft to sciehig:TCSE continues to investigate

dimensions of test design that must be considered in producing valid

and reliable measures. This report describes three pilot studies which

examine influences on writing scores of writing prompt modality, level

of topic information, and topic and subject variability.

The first pilot study explores the nature and structure of.depen-

dent measures sensitive to characteristicp of student writing elicited

by pictorial and written stimuli.

The second pilot study, in preparation for research attempting to

control for-level of topic knowledge, investiOres techniques for analyz-
e,

ing the role of content in essay quality.

The third study recognize?that'written samples, presumed to be

direct measures of writing skill, are in fact mediated by rater judge-

ment. The study examines techniques for detecting the influences of

topic and sample variability on raters' application of scoring criteria.



Specifically, the pilot study asked:

1) Do eighth-grade essays vary on scores for essay and paragraph
organization?

2) Do eighth-grade essays vary cn elements within a mechanics

subscale rating?

Method

Subjects, Essays were gathered from eighth-grade students attending

schools in the planning or implementation stage of the California School

Improvement Program. Within each school, which was representative of Cali-

fornia schools on such dimensions as socioeconomic level, the principal

was asked to identify four non-tracked, heterogeneously grouped classes

and to select randomly two classes to complete writing tasks.

Writing tasks. Students wrote either an expositoryornarrative

essay in response to an entirely written description of the topic or

in response to a topic description referenced to a picture. For the

purposes of this pilot of scoring techniques, 15 expository essays

stimulated by a written prompt (EWP) and 15 expository essays stimulated

by &picture prompt (EPP) were selected for exploratory analyses.

The expository written prompt (EWP) asked junior high school stu-

dents to explain to elementary students how junior high differs from

elementary school. The pictorial prompt (EPP) asked students to write a

report for the city building department describing the condition of an

old house portrayed in arOicture. The picture displayed four panels, one

of the outside of an old house in disrepair, and three panel's of separate

rooms in the house. Copies of the two expositiory writing tasks appear in

Appendix A.

Test Administration. The teacher distributied the exams and read

-4-
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each set of direction% to the class. Forty minutes were alloted for

completion of the essay. Student names were not written on the essays;

each essay received a numerical code identifying the school, class, and_

student.
5

Dependent Measures

Introduction. The primary purpose of the pilot study was to explore

the configuration of dependent measures which would capture any differen-

ces due to prompt modality and would reflect characteristics of the es-

.says representative of eighth-grade writing. This section describes

the amended.CSE Analytic Expository scale restructured for the study and

S08

lab

the other measures designed to detect the influence of the prompt moda-

lities.

CSE Analytic Expository Scale. Previous CSE writing studies have

employed domain4eferenced scoring criteria related to explicit essay ele-

ments. Spooner-Smith developed two expository scales for rating high school

essays. One scale 'called for a single general impression (GI) judgment

of the essay according to the qualities of expository writing it demonstrated.

The second scale required analytic rating of essay focus, organization, de-

,velopment, paragraphing, support, and nechani8 (Spooner-Smith, 1978).

1

Winters also employed the Grand Analytic-scales to compare'the effects

of alternative scoring systems in competence decisions. She found that

the GI rating contributed information quite different from the analytic

ratings (Winters, 1979). In a subsequent study, Quellmalz, therefore, added

a GI rating to the,analytic scales and collapsed Spooner-Smith's Organi-

zation, Development, and Paragraphing-sutiscales into one Organization

subscale (Quellmalz, 1979).

-5-
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Preliminary readings of.the eighth-grade essays collected for the

present pilot study suggested that the essays written by these younger

writers differed along several dimensions from essays written by high

school and college students.

1) The skill with which the eighth graders organized parTgraphs
differed from the overall essay cohesiveness.

2) The eighth-grade papers differed from each other and from upper-
grade essays in their application of the skills subsumed in the

previous rubrics' "Mechanics" subscale. Within and between

eighth-grade papers there appeared to be variability in sentence

construction, usage, spelling, punctuatidn, and capitalization._

Athird_ issite.at'Lestablishing criteria which would capture salient

features of eightrgrade writing related to the standard of competence

against which the; General Impression rating would be awarded. Inherent

in the definitio of a ceiterion/domain-referenced test is the existence

?of an operation& referent. Thus, a General' Impression quality rating

shOuld refer to explicated skill dimensions in the domain of competent

expository writing.- Competence judgments should not be susceptible to

relative interpretations of quality "for eighth-graders," "for high school

students", or "for highest quality professional writing". For example,

a criterion may be that "a main idea is clearly stated or implied", or

thatteneralizations are supported by specific concrete details". Junior

high and college level writing may vary by how support is achieved,

by the
(

type, number, or variety of techniques employed, but the presence

of main idea or support can still be uniformly judged. In this study,

consequently, the GI rating was revised to reflect four levels of com-.

petencey_judgment implying levels of instructional intertihtion, ranging

from "4-very competent, requires little or no additional instruction on

basic skills" to "1-not competent, requires extensive remediation". (See*

Appendix B.)
6-
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Use of prompted and unprompted facts. One hypothesized influence

of prompt modality was the amount of topic information available for the

student.to weave into the essay. In this' pilot study, the written prompt

provided minimum cues about the nature of information desired (e.g.,

differences between junior high and elementary school) and no information

about the actual differences students had to retrieve from memory (i.e.,

the relevant categories of information or specific details related to the

categories.). The picture prompt, however, portrayed most information

necessary for the report requested on the condition of the house. Students

with all relevant information readily accessible might incorporate more

informa.:iorth-d-r-essays-{essay-l-ength.).-and_marshal, more support

for their generalizations (support ratings).

To determine the extent to which students used information from the

prompts in their essays, to information categories-- prompted and un-

prompted facts--were devised. Prompted facts were defined athose

bits of information provided by the written or pictorial prompt. Rat-

ers constructed a "fact list" for each prompt, and a rating sheet for .re-

cording the number of prompted and unprompted details. Materials con-

structed for the fact counts appear in Appendix C.

I - Unit Analysis. A T-unit analysis was also performed on each

. essay. This analysis addressed the hypothesis that students with more

readily accessible information (picture prompt) would struggle less

with content and perhaps produces more fluent, facile(sentences. Proce-

dures for the T-unit analysis appair in Appendix D.

Procedures

CSE Analytic Expository Scale. Essay scoring according to the CSE

rubric followed methods employed in previous CSE writing studies (Spooner-

-7-
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Smith, 1978; Winters, 1978; Quellmalz, 1979). Two raters practiced

applying scoring criteria on approxiMately 30 papers for approximately

four hours. Raters then scored 15 pilot papers to assess interrater

reliability.

Based on these results, raters refined,derision rules for

Usage ratings and checked subsequent agreement on eight additional

papers. Final rater agreements included Alpha coefficients ranging

from .43 to .75 on the subscales, and .71 on the Total score.

One subscale, Sentence Construction, had an extremely low alpha of .11.

Variance estimates attributable to raters ranged from .00 to .60 for

Appendix Epreents the relevant tables.

Prompted and unprompted facts. Two raters referred to the Prompted

Facts list to practice counting facts,on approximately lO'essays. The

raters then independently counted facts in the 30 essays previously

scored according to the CSE Analytic Expository rating scale. Rater

agreement as indicated bythe Alpha coefficient was .96 and the

estimated variance attributable to_raters was 4.78.

statistics alo appear in Appendix E.

Generalizabl ity

i:T - Unit Analyses. FolloWing procedures similar to thos ' or the

fact count, the two raters practiced T-Unit analyses together,

rated the 30 essays independently., Alpha coefficients ranged from

.91 to .98, and rater val.-lance estimated ranged from .08 to 2.1.

Statistics for the generalizability coefficient appear in Appendix E.

A
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Findings

SIndingi'of the pilot study relate to hypothesiied treatment effects
/-

4 and type and structure ofidependent measures.

effects of Pratt Modality.' Analyses of preliminary hypotheses regarding

effeCIs)ofIrriting prompt modality contrast CSE Analytic Exposito6 Scale

"scores, prompted and unprompted fact counts and T-unit data. A compari-

son of the means and standard deviations*of CSE ratirps for the two prompt

modality groups, appears' in Table 1.

(Insert Table 1 about here)

.Essiy scores for students writing in response to the pictorial prompt

(EPP) did not differ significantly from the EWP scores on the General Im-

pression or Total scores. TheEPPscores were significantly higher than

EWqr;cores, h4ever, for Essay Organization (p < .006), and Support

(p < 034).

Table 2 presents the means and standard deviations of each group's

use of,facts. The EPP group used significantly more promoted facts

(p < ,00) than the EWP group and more total facts (p < .0d). Conversely,

the EWP group used significantly more unprompted facts (p:.01).

'Table 3 presents

analyses. The 'groups

total number.of Words

T-units.

sf

(Insert Table 2 about here)

the means and standard deviations of the T-unit

did not differ significantly from eaci other on the

in their essays nor in the number or length of

(Insert Table 3-about here)

.., 9
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TABLE 1

Comparison of
Means and Standard Deviations of CSE Essay Scores -

for Written and Picture Prompt Groups

Picture Prompt Written Prompt t Value

General Impression 3; 2.1 2.0 :44

(4)

s.d. .573 .683

Focus X 2.17 1.94 1.08

(4)
/

s.d. .53 .66

i ,

20 ganization Essay . X 2.63 1.97 .95**

(4) .
4

s.'d. .61 .65

Organization
Paragraph' X 2.27 2.03 .67

(4)

s.d. .96 .99 ..

4 .

Support I- 3.13 2.31 2.23*

(4)
1

s.d. .99 1.06

Mechanics: Sentence
Construction 7 2.20 2.41

(4)

s.d. .73 .69

Usage 3( 2.90 2.72

(4)

s.d. .76 .84

Spelling X 3.13 3.16

(

s.d. .92 .96

Punctuation and v

Capitalization //7 2.63 2.19

(4)
/

Is.d. .66 .87

-.81

.63

-.07

.1.60

TOTAL 3r 23.17 20.72 1.48

(36) s.d: 4.14 5.03

- 1cr--14



Table 2

Comparison of
Means and Standard Deviations of Facts
Used in Essays by Written and Picture

. Prompt Groups

ti

Picture PFOmpt* Written Prompt

Number of
Prompted facts X

s.d.

t

I

Number of
Unprompted facts X

s.d.

t

Total number
of Facts X

.

s.d.

.1

*ill< .05

**.p

cst

17.8

8.12

7.52**

9.67

4.43

-3.94**

27.13

9..53

2.18*

1.94

.93

18.44

7.65

20.38

7.51



Table 3

Comparison of.
Means and Standard Deviations

of T-Unit Analyses

PICTURE PROMPT WRITTEN-PROMPT t -VALUE

Number of
Words X 41 193.23 173.81 .78

s.d. 75.96 60.62

_Number of
T-Units X 20.10 16.22 1.54

s.d. 8.43 5.08

Number Words
,- per T-Unit 9.97 10.84 -1.20

s.d. 1.89 2.18

16



Analyses of dependent measures

As a major purpose of the pilot study was to identify and refine ap-

propriate means for characterizing eighth-grade writing and for detect-
,-

ingpossible treatment effects, the relationships of variables within and

between measures were examined. Tabel 4 presents the intercorrelations

of CSE essay scores within each treatment group. The General Impression

rating is moderately related to the structUral scales of Essay and

Paragraph Organization and Support. The Focus scores for the Picture r

Prompt group are weakly related to the GI rating (.30); but strongly as-

sociated with, the Paragraph Organization (.73). Essay Organization for

the Picture Prompt group is strongly associated with the Support (.85)

rating and moderately related to Paragraph Organization scores (.66).

Essay Organization stores for the Written Prompt group are also strongly

related to Support scores (.77), but considerably less so than in the

Picture Prompt group (.85). Support scores, presumably likely to re-

flect Picture Prompt effects, are related more strongly to GI and Essay

Organization (.76, .85) than are Written Prompt group scores (:57, .77).

Support is highly related to Total scores (.68, .70) of both groups.

Mechahics ratings are variably associated with each other and the struct-

,tural.subscales within and between treatments.

-Table 5 displays correlations among all the dependent measures. Con-

trary to hypothesized effects, the Genera' Impression scores are not as-

sociated with the number of prompted facts used for either treatment

group. For the Picture Prompt grup, the number of unprompted facts seems

to be strongly associated with the GI (.71) and Total (.73) scores.

- 13
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Table 4

Intercorrelations Among CSE Analytic

Expository Scale Subscales

for Picture and Written Prompt Groups

G I Focus
Organization

Support
Mechanics /

Essay Paragraph Sent. Constr.
Total

Usage 'Spelling' Punct.

Treatment Group 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

CSE Scale

General .30 .74 .72 .75 :73 .54 .76 '.57 .08 .50 .35 .35 .25 .15 .20 .56 .80 .81
Impression

,Focus .48 .71 .95 .67 .51 .51 -.36 .32 .49 .06 .21 .12 .07 .63 .46 .75

Organization / .66 .65 .85 .77 .31 .37 .34 .11 .22 .04 .22 .51'.69 .78
Essay

\Paragraph .65 .73 .12 .56 .28 .25 .34 .02 .19 .44 .79 .79

Support .41 .36 .30 .11 .14 .01 .14 .20 .68 .70

Mechanics

Sentence .14 .56 .49 .12 .53 .45 .-24 .68

Construction

Usage .64 .43 .10 .42 .66 .54

Spelling .55 -.46 .72 .40

Punctuation & .39 .75

Capitalization

TOTAL

Group 1 = EPP - Expository Picture PrWpt
Group 2 = EWP - Expository Written Prompt.

Of,t, 18
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TABLE 5

Correlations Between CSE Essay Scores

and Fact and T-Unit Analyses

by Treatment Group

. Prompted Fdcts

Picture Written

-Unprompted

Facts
Picture-Written

Total Facts

Picture Written

Total Words

.Picture Written

#T-Units

Picture Written

#Words/T-Units

Picture Written

G.I. .16 .18 .71 .17 .41 .19 .28 '.09 .33 -.02 -.07 .20

Focus -.18 .21 .23 .01 -,03 .04 -.12 .00 -.30 -.10 .46'. .07

Organization
--Essay

--Paragraph

.11 .41 .45 .04 .25 .09 .24' .04 .19 .01 .1 .01

.21 -.11 .61 ' .03 .42 .02 :.35 -.09 .34 -.06 .03 -.16

Support .10 .17 .45 .31 .26 .34 ' .27 .14 .29 .15 -.02 -.09

Mechanics
--Sentence
Construction

--Usage

-- Spelling

--Punctuation

.03 .02 .27 .03 .14 .04 -.02 .08 .06 -.10 -.16 ' .21

-.34 -.09 .58 .13 --.05 .12 .08 -.02 -.10 -.22 .404' .25'

-.34 .27 .40 -.19 -:14 -.16 -.15 -.32 -.29 -.42 .30 .10

-.37 .16 .29 -.25 '-.20 -.23 -.31 -.21 -.42 -.28 .27 -.05

TOTAL -.10 .19' .73 .05 .20 .07 .13 -.06 .04 -.17 .22 .07

20
21



Notably, the number of prompted facts used have little or no association

with Support or,other essay ratings on the'CSE scale, with the exception

of Essay Organization scores in the Written Prompt group. For the Picture

Prompt group, total number of facts and unprompted facts are weakly related

to all structural subscales but Focus. CSE total scores have no relation-

ship to any of the other dependent variables. T-Unit analyses also do not

relate to any of the other measures.

Discussion

Effects of prompt. modality. The pilot data suggest that the prompt mo-
.

dalities are influencing the form and content of student essays. Hypo-
.

thesized differences on overall essay quality as indicated by GI and Total

scores did not materialize in the pilot scoring. It May be that the mo-

dality will not affect all students. The final study will further exam-

ine modality effects pn students who differ in verbal and writing ability

indicated by other independent measures. Less verbal students may be the

ones who would Lenefit most from having topic-related information availa-

ble so that they can concentrate their4processing strategies on structur-

ing the essay. Also, a larger sample size will permit analyses more sen-

sitive to the factors contributing to score variances. Hypothesized mean

differences in Essay Organization and Support scores favoring the Picture

Prompt group did occur. However, the low correlation in the Picture Prompt

group between theuse of Prompted Facts and Support rating (.10) or eith6r

Organization rating (.1121) cloud the role of the visually presented'

information. The stronger correlations in the Picture Prompt gram be-

tween use of unprompted facts and GI (.71), Essay Organization (.45),

Paragraph Organization (.61), Support (.45), ano Total Score (.73) sug-



gest that information other than the concrete details provided in the pic-

ture contributed to these scores. Recommendations for further analyses

of the nature of prompted and unprompted facts will be presented in the

section on Implications for Dependent Measures. InforMation tallied as

unprompted may have been generalizations or inferences drawn from the

picture. It may also be, of course, that sheer number of facts used-are

not as important as how skillfully they are woven into the essay.

While Picture Prompted essays were not significantly longer than-es-

says elicited by Written Prompts, the visually prompted essays did have

more facts. The particular topic may have idiosyncratically caused this

phenomenon as it elicited many strings of facts about what was wrong:with

the house. Further studies might reveal that other visual prompts and

topics need not stimulate "laundry ists".

The T-Unit analyses did reveal for the Picture Prompt group a slight

association between number (but not.length) of T-units and scores on GI

(.33), Essay Organization (.19),Paragraph Organization (.34) and Support

(.29). Whether availability of topic-related information affects fluency

is still somewhat unclear.



Implications for Dependent Measures

CSE Analytic Expository Scale: The new General. Impression criteria

emphasizing instructionally-referenced competency judgments correlated

strongly with the Total score and 'the other structural criteria. Addi-

tional data would be necessary to test corroboration of the GI's utility.as

a global'competency judgment. The two organization subscales correlate

moderately well with each other (.65) and with the Total score (.78, .79).

They do seem to capture different aspects of the essay and warrant further

application to eighth grade writing. The Mechanics subscales do seem

to differ from each other but do not seem sensitive to the treatment

interventions. It may be that the detailed Mechanics scores, which add

additional, rating time, are not useful for detecting treatment effects

and should be drOppipd for the final study ratings. Their diagnostic uti-

lity could be further examined in a differently oriented study. The Sen-

tence Construction tubscale did not relate to any of the T -Un'it measurgs,

suggesting that the sentence construction criteria require refinement.
sa

Prompted and Unprompted, Facts. Raters reported a number of problems in

operational definitions of "facts". In the larger study, clearer distinc-

tions will be drawn between facts and inferences and between related and

directly translated info/rmation. A "sensory description" cAegdry might

be a subscale to consjder for capturing visually induced wetting.

T=Unit analyses. It/ is not clear if the very weak correlations of number
4

of T-Units with CSE structural scores for the Picture Prompt group in-

dicates any treatment effects. In general, T-Udit analysis seems insen-

/
sitive* to other variations. T-Unit analysis of good and poor papers

might be considered for a small portion of essays in the final study.

-17- 24
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1 Conclusions

In general;. the measure seem appropriate for detecting possible,

treatment effecti.. Fact chek procedures will need refinement. In-

creased sample size and topic should allow further clar-

ificationification of the contributions of the treatments and scoring schemes.

e-""'""e-..--*
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APPENDIX A

READING KEY

1. A B C D 20.ABCD
2. A B C D 21. A B C D

3. A B, C D 22. A B C D

4.ABCO 23. A B C D

5. A B C D 24. A B C D

6.ABCD 25.ABCD
7. A B C D 26. A B. C D

8. A B C D 27. A B C D

9. A B C D 28. A B C ,J1)

10.ABCD 29.ABCD
11. A B, C D 30. A B C D

12. A B C D 31. A B C D

13. A B C D 32. A B D

14. A B C D 33. A B C D

15. A B C D 34. A B C D

16. A B C D 35. A B C D

17. A B C D 36. A B C D

18. A B C D 37. A B C D

19. A B C D 38. A B C D

WRITING SAMPLE DIRECTIONS

The city is planning to fix up this old house in the

picture. yyyg,PretendouhavebeercedbthecitBuildin

Department to write a report explaining the condition of

the house. Use the picture on the page of this page to

help you.

.The purpose of your report is to help the city
Building Department understand what shape the
old house is in. Give them information about
the house, not just your own opinions.

.Use details and facts to support your ideas.

.Be sure your report has a main idea, sticks to
the tc,:c and is well-organized.
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i4P- APPENDIX A (cont.)

WRITING SAMPLE

Stddents sometimes feel a little nervous when they graduate from

elementary school and move up to junior high. They must get used

to a new situation, new friends and teachers, and different rules.

Most students graduating from elementary school would like to

have someone tell them what to expect and how to fit in in the

upper grades.

Pretend that you have been asked to write about this topic for
the students who will be coming to your school next year.
WRITE AN ESSAY IN WHICH YOU EXPLAIN SOME OF THE WAYS YOUR SCHOOL
IS DIFFERENT AND HOW THE NEW STUDENTS SHOULD DEAL WITH THESE NEW
AND DIFFERENT THINGS IN THE UPPER GRADES.

.The purpose of your essay is to help others under-
stand by giving them information, not just your own
opinions.-

.Use details and facts to support your ideas.

,Be sure your essay has a main idea, sticks to the
topic Ad is well-organized.



APPENDIX B

Expository Scale

ELEMENT I

Impressionistic Rating Procedures

.The purpose of Impressionistic Rating is to form a single impression of a piece
of writing as to how well it communicates a whole message to the reader. Impres-
sionistic scoring assumes that each characteristic that makes up an essay -- or-.
ganization of ideas, content, mechaniCs and so on -- is related to all other
characteristics. Impressionistic scoring further assumes that some qualities
of an essay cannot easily be separated from each'other. In short, the procedure
views a piece of writing as a total work, the whole of which is greater than the
sum of its parts.

ti

Discerning readers naturally will attend to, or be influenced by, some essay
characteristics more than others. In the Impressionistic scoring, however,
readers should arrive at a,judgment regarding the overall quality of the essay.

. . .

For this eh;;;ant, you are being asked to' form an overall impression concerning
the effectiveness of the essays as examples of expository writing.

.

The Topics

You will be reading essays on two different topics. Both topics, though, were
designed to elicit writing in the expository mode. Some views on exposition
are given below:

'Exposition is kind of `discourse that explains or clarifies a subject.-

'ExPO ition seeks o explain or inform through such methods as giving
.

reaso pies, comparing and contrasting, defining, ennumerating
or through a combination of methods.

'Exposition explains why or how.

'Exposition promotes reader understanding of a subject.

J



%, APPENDIX B (cont.)
Expository Scale

General Impression

You are to read each essay quickly; first in order to form an overall

impression of -its quality. To assign the essay a score, consider the

following question: To what extent is the essay an example of effec-

tive exposition?.

Assign each paper a mark

4 = Very competent

of 1 - 4 using the scale below:

- Few or no flaws. Demonstrates command of

basic narrative skills, Requires little

- __or no instruction on basic skills.

3 = Adequately competent

2 = Not competent

1 = Not competent

- A few obvious flaws imply a need for limi-
ted instructional attention?

- Many obvious flaws. Needs remediation in

many skill areas.

- Requires extensive remediation in basic

writing skills.
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APPENDIX B (cont.)

Expository Scale

ELEMENT 2

Focusl:'ain Ir!se

the :.!troduction (if dejuctively structured) or conclusion (if inductively
stru:tured) c= t;v. essay clearly indicates the subject ani/ ra4n idea of the
.,hole essay.

\.\

4. The introduction (and/or conclusion) of this paper clearly conveys the.
rain idea"of'trephole essay. It also limits the topic by alerting the
reader to the li.e&oints covered in the body of the essay:

Specifically, in the introduction (and/or conclusion): -

a. The sibject of the essay is clearly identified.

b. The rain idea pf the whole essay is clearly stated or implied.

c. The topiis clearly limited. That is, key points (e.g., reasons, ideas)
or major line(s) of reasoning treated in the essay are identified or
summarized.

3. The introduction (and/or conclusion) of this paper conveys the main ,idea
of the whole essay. It sets limits on the topic, but does not clearly
suggest how the main ide.a is.developed.

Specifically, in the introduction (and/or conclusion):

a. The subject of the essay is clearly identified.

b. The main idea of the whole essay is clearly stated or implied.

c. An kt.t.. t. is made to limit the topic. That is, the number -- or type --
. of key points is specified, but there is not clear reference to the

substantive issues treated in the body of the essay.

12. The introduction (and/or conclusion) of this paper gives the reader a fairly
clear sense of the main idea of the whole essay. However, neither the intro-
duction nor the conclusion help focus -- or brinn direction to -- the body
of the paper.

Specifically, in the introduction (and/or donclusion):

a. The subject of the essay is identified.

b. The rain idsa of the whole essay is stated or implied.

c. No*atte.npt made to limit the topic.

i. Neither t:-.9 int-oduction nor the conclusion is helpful to the reader in
cttaining:n2 se-ce of t-e main idea of the essay.

S:ecifica::y. tle introduction (and/or conclusion):

a. The s_bject c= the essay is not clearly identified or tnere is no refer-
ence :: :-e

AND/OR
The rain ::s! tne essay is not clearly state; or implied or
no re'a,ente r!je :o the -Bin or the reference is confusing.

B-3 3.4



APPENDIX B (cont.)

Enpsitory Si :!e

Elr.SENT 3

Flsav Oroaqizatin

The main idea is developed according to a clearly discernible method of
c-Panization.

4. The plan by which the essay is structured is readily a;:arent and consistently
applied thro..,ghout the essay. Some locical scheme ser.:es as the underlying
basis for the overall essay structure. That it, there i3 an easily discernible
logical flow from one idea (subtopic) to the next. Development of ideas it
not interrupted by digressions of thought or extraneous material.

Specifically:

a. The plan for organizing the essay is clearly established in the begin-
ning, e.g., through reference to the subtopics or line(s) of reason-
ing to be developed

40AND/OR
The plan for organizing the essay is readily evident to the reader due
to the effective use of paragraphs, transitions. and linking expressions.

b. The plan by which the essay is organized is consistently applied through-
out the essay All major subtopics (main points) clearly related to the
main idea-of the whole essay. There are no digressions of thought or
extraneous material.

c. The Overall structure of the essay reflects some logical, underlying
organizing rubric.' That is, subtopics are presented according to some
logical scheme, or order, such as: order of importance, seriousness;
comparison and contrast;.from specific to general; cause to effect;
through classification. .

:d.: All statements related to the same idea (subtopics) are contiguous,
i.e., are presented together as logically related units or blocks
of thought.

3. The.essay is organized according to some recognizable plan which is employed
throughout the essay. Some organizing rubric is used to divide the content/
ideas of the essay into units of though:. For example, each subtopic might
represent a different reason or category of content. Subtopics, however,
are not presented in any particular logical order.

4

Specifically:

a. The plan for organizing tom_ essay is established in the beginning, e.g.,
through reference to tie suttcpicis, or line(s) of reasoning- to be.

develope

The plan for organizing tr:e essay is evident to the reader due to the

u,E., of paragrephs,/transitizns an: linking expressi:is.

B-4



1/4

. The obn 5! which the essay is organized is employeJ thrc...ghout the

essay. Al', 5u topics relate to t-e one main idea. There are n3
major digressions; perhaps some inor digressions.

c. Major su5tcpics are not presented according to any ::nderlying logical
order; .they could be "reshuffled' without dramatically altering the
overall irpact or clarity of the essay.

2. The essay is not structured according any readily discernible
However, the reader is able to infer soDe association between major
ideas. The logical flow from ere idea to the next is so tenuous that

- the reader must supply his/her own links or transitions to form a clear
relationship among ideas.

Specifically:

a. A plan for ordering ideas/details is attempted; the plan is,not
readily apparent to the reader./ The ,essay, does not make effective

* use of transitions or linking expressions to help the reader follow
the trend of thought

AND/OR
b. The plan for ordering ideas/details is not consistently applied through-

out the essay. '1
I

c. Some subtopics relate to the main idea. There may be major digressions
of thought.

1. No plan for organizing ideas and details is apparent. Subtopics are not-,
arranged in any discernible order. The reader has difficulty inferring
a :iy relationship among ideas pr any pattern of thought.

Specifically:

a. No plan for organizing ideas and details- is evident. Paragraphs,
transitions and linking expressions, if present, are not helpful
in following the writer's train of thought

b. Few or nc subtopics relate to the main idea and/or most or all of
the essay is off the topic.

36
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APPENDIX B (cont.

Ppository Scale

ELEMENT 4

Organization - Paragraph

4 - All major units of thought are set off by paragraphs.

;Bost Subtopics are developed in paragraphs containing
logically related support.

2 - A few paragraphs appear in which a subtopic is developed by
related sets of suppdftipg statements.

1 "- Essay contains no differentiated units of thoudhtp or,, conventions

of paragraphing are absent or consistently incorrect..

B-6
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APPENDIX B (cont.)
Expository

ELEMENT 5

assertions are supprn--.:?4 b y spe,_ific, clear supporting

staterints,

!F. All generalizations and assertionsin this paper have logically related
support. Supporting statements clearly are at a greater level of specificity
than the generalizations they are intemfed to support. The writer makes
effective us= of concrete detail to support ideas.

Specifically:

a. Generalizations and assertions are supported by more specific statements.

b. Supporting statements provide specific detail, such as illustrations,,
examples, facts, anecdotes, and/or employ concrete language tocconvey ideas.

3. Most generalizations and assertions are supported by 661v specific, clear
and logically related statements:

Specifically:
4

a. Generalizations and assertions are supported by more'spedfic statements.

b. Many suppOrting statements provide specifi'C'detail, such as examples,
facts, ancecdotes, and /o employ concrete language to convey ideas.

2. Support for many generalizations.6and assertions in this paper is not es-

pecially convincing. Supporting statements lack precision, either in

language or in the use of specific detail.

a. An attempt is made to support generalizations and assertions through the
use of statements at a greater level of specificity than the general-
ization they are intended to support.

b. Supporting statements lack precision and clarity. The use of specific
,detail, such as examples, facts, or anecdotes, may be lacking and/or

the language may be vague.

1. Support is provided for few or none of the generalizations or assertions.
Few (or none: of the scoorting state-: ts are at a greater level of
s-.)ecificity tar the ge?..eraiizations t:':- selves.

Specifically:

-a. S4portirg staterents are provicec :',or few or none of tne generali-

zations cr assertion:.

L. S%.,7.Setir% ,LInfli, if :-ese0:, colfusi-g, or not logicaliy
rela:e: tr.?. generel!zations :-e: a::arent:y are in:ended ts support,

%;11.1lor t-1 is irprecise.

B-738
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Mechanics

Sentence Construction

APPENDIX B (cont.)

ppotitory Scale

ELEMENT 6

O

4 - There are few or no major ei-rors in syntax.

3 - There may be a few errors in,syntax.
\

2.- There are numerous, serious:syntactic errors.

1 There,are many syntactic errors which.interfere seriously with

'communication.

Vocabulary

4 - There are few or no errors in standard usage.

3 - There may be a few minor errors in usage.

2
2 - There

-

ore numerous major usage errors.

1'- There are many serious errors which interfere with communication.

Spelling

4 - There are .few or no spellingrors.

3 - There are a few errors.

2 - There are numerous errors.

1 - There are numerous errors which interfere seriously with communication.

Punctuation and Capitalization

4 - There are few or no errors.

3 - There are a few major errors.

2 - There are numerous errors.

1 - Errors are numerous and interfere with communication.

39
B-8
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APPENDIX C

Wiitten Prompt
Junior High School Writing Sample

Prompted Facts List

.

Students sometimes feel a little nervous when they graduate from ele-

mentary school and move up to junior high school.

N
2. They must get used to a new situation.

3. They must get used to new friends.

4. They must get used to new teachers.

5. They must get used to different rules.

6. Most students graduating from elementary school would like4to have

someone tell them what to expect.

7. Mpst'tudents graduating from elementary school would like to have

,

someone tell them how to fit in in the upper grades..

4

4



APPENDIX C

Picture Prompt

Prompted Facts List

1.. City is planning to fix up a house and asked you to report on it.

2. The house is old

3. Two-story house.

'4. Chimney on the roof.

ti

6. Grass is tall.

7. Large/old tree.

8. Limbs falling off tree.

9. Windows broken.

10. Shutters' falling down.

11. Cracked/broken door,

12. Cracked paint/wallpaper/walls.

la. Broken fence.

14. Old/broken furniture.

_1!--1-P4nrftrcrn*

16. Cobweb.

-17. Spider on floor.

18. Door off hinge.

19. Torn rug.

20. Lamp on 3-legged table.

,21: Torn shade on lamp.

22. Mirror on table or fireplace.

C-2
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23. Mirror is cracked.

24. -Sal/couch/bench.

25, Cracked/broken floor panels.

26. Study room.!

27. Picture of girl with braids.

28. Chair with tear.

29. Spring popping out of chair.

30. Pillow on chair.

-31; Bookshelves with books.

32. Empty bookshelf.

33. Fallen bookshelf.

34. Books (or garbage) on floor.

35.. BedrooM.

36. Brass bed.

37. 4-legged table, .

38. Cracked wall mirror :k.

39. Open door.

40. Large key or large doorknob on door.

41. Candle on wall stand.

42. Hanging lamp.

43. Torn shade on hanging lamp.

44. Cracked ceiling.

45. Brick on floor.

C-3

t.

42



APPENDIX

T-Unit. Analysis'

I. Procedure

A. Count the number of words 'in the composition and record on the

rating sheet.

B. With a pen or pencil, section off all 1- units.

C. Count the number of T-units in the composition.

D.- Diiide the number of words by the number of Ttunits to obtain

the words-per-T-unit score.

II. 'Segmenting Rules

A. Rules for counting words in the compositionr
1. Compound nouns written as one word count as one word.

2. Compound nouns written as two words and hyphenated words
count as too words.,

3. Phrasal proper names count as one word. .

4. Dates,.such as June 21, July 2, count as two words.

S. Contractions such as he'd; shouldn't, count as two words.

6. Garbles (unintellible graphemei) should not be counted.

B. Rules for identifying T- units'

1. T-units are minimally terminable communication unite?
i.e. a'single independent predication together with
any aubordinate clauses grammatically related to it.

2. One main clause plus any subordinate or non - clausal
structure attached to or embedded in it counts as one

T7unit.

3. Simple or complex sentences count as one T-unit.

4. Compound sentences count as two T-units.

S. When two independent clauses are linked-by a coordinating
conjunction, count the coordinating'conjunction as the
first element of the second clause.

6. If a fragment can be made into a clause with the addition
of one word, add the word and count the fragment as one
T-unit.

7. Discard fragments that cannot be made into independent
clauses with the addition of only one word.

8. Discard garbles, i.e., unintelligible strings of words.

9. Ignore punctuation.

10. For direct discourse, the first
is counted as the direct object
as one T-unit. Marsha said, "I

However, Clarancp's father is a
idea of Palm Beach (3 units).

D71

expression after "he said"
of 'he' and is considered
really like you John.
millionaire and I like the

43



APPENDIX E

Pilot Test #1'

Data For ES timating Generalizability 05efficients

General Impressipli
/i

Source Estimates of Deuees of Mean
Variance Components . Freedom Square G

:Subject .166' 30

Rater -.015 1

.Subject/

Rater / .467 30

Ftcus

.798 .423

.000

.467

h.67

Source Estimates of Degrees. of Mean
Variance Components Freedom Square

Subject -.067

.Rater -.017

Subject/
Rater .598

30 .731 .192

30 .598

a .45

Organization - Essay

Source Estimates of Degrees of Mean
Variance Components Freedom Square G

Subject .385 30 1.195 .647

Rater, -.005 1 .258

Subject/

Rater .425 30 .425

a .73

E-1



A

Organization - Paragraph

11
Source Estimates of

Varlance-Componentt

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
. .Square

:Subject .667 30 2.047 '

Rater .004 1 .581

'Subject/

Rater ;714 30 .714

.650

a.66

SuPPc)rt

ISource Estimates of Degrees of Mean-

Variance Ca ,FreedomFreedom Square,
G

Subject .937 30 2.606

.Rater -.024 1 .000

'Subject/

-Rater :73 30 .733

.731

a.75

Mechanics - Sentence Construction

Source Estimates of
Variance Components

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square

G

Subject .516 30 1.096

Rater ..559 1 2.726

Subject/

Rater .992 30 .992

.400

E-2
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Mechanics -,ftage

Source' Estimates'of
Variance Components

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square G

.Subject .388 30 1.528

Rater .387 1 1.952

-Subjqct/

Rater .752 30 .752

.

.405

- Spelling

a.63

!.knete Estimates of Degrees of Mean
Variance Components Fi-eedom, Square G

. Subject
.

.Rater

:Subject/

Rater

.605

-.003

.681

30

1

30

1.891

.581

.681

.641

a.69

Mechanics - 1'unctuatiori

`Source Estimates of Degrees of Mean

Variance Components Freedom Square

Subject .091 30 1.223 .798

Rater .009 1 1.106

Subject/

Rater 1.040 30 1.040

a.43

4 G

E-3
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# -Words in Essay

:Source Estimates of
Variance :Components

Degrees of
Freddom

Mean
G

.Square

;Subject 4621.648 30 .9254.320 °. .999

Rater 2.122 1 76.790

.Subject/

Rater li.022 30 , 11.022

a .99

# T - Units

Source EstigEes of
Variance Components

Degrees of
Freedom.

Mean
Square G

Subjedt 49.131 . 30 99.913 .982

.Rater .155 1 ' 6.452

'Subject/

Rater 1.652 30 1.652

a .98

# Words Per T - Unit

Source Estimates of
Variance Components

Degrees of
Freedom

Subject 3.871 30

Rater .079 1

Subject/

Rater .728 30

47

Mean'

stipaie
G

8.470 .906

3.161

.728,/.

I a:91

E=4 C.



# Prompt Facts

Source Estimates of
Variance Components

Degrees of
Freedom_

Mean
Square

:Subject 93.978 30 192.322 .978

Rater -.141 -1 0.000

'Subject/
Rate. 4.365 .30 4.365

a.9tt

.,%

# Non -Prompt Facts

'Source Estimates of Degrees of Mean
Variance Components Freedom Square

Subject 51.375

,Rater 3.584

Subject/

Eater 13.8p4

30

1

30

116.555 .855

124.903

13.804

a.88

# Total Facts

:Sauce Estimates
,_

of
Variance Components

Degrees, of

Freedom; '

Mean
Square G

Subjecc 78.951 30 164.805 .931

Rater 4.774 1 154.903 ,deA

Subject/

1;ater 6.903 30 6.903

48

E-5

a.96



PILOT STUDY W2

EFFECT OF TOPIC FAMILIARITY

'Introduction

A major project scheduled for the next funding period will investi-

gate the effect of students' knowledge about an essay topic upon the

rated quality of student writing (CSF Three Year Plan, 1979). As planned,

the proposed study would control the amount of student knowledge on a

particular writing topic, varying it by,groups. Essays produced by sub-

jects would then be compared both across and within (baseline) groups

for effects due to differences in amount of relevant knowledge.

Before embarking upon the research effort, a pilot study was planned

and carried out to (a) determine the feasibility of contrLing toPic

knowledge through specific curricular treatment distinctions; and (b) in-

vestigate the likely areas of impact of knowledge upon the essay. This

latter (b) information would inform the use and possible revision of the

essay rating scale plapnedfor use in the later study. In particular,

, we are .considering the need for expanding content-sensitive categories,

(e.g., supporting detail), with subcategories of greater specificity.

This report describes'the pilot study, presents a brief review of

findings and longer discussion of design'and analysis implications for

the larger planned study.

Study Overview

The pilot study presented a discrete,,three week curriculum package

on energy to one group of eighth grade students while a comparable grOdp

received no such treatment. Both groups received the curr 9um-based

49
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posttest and were asked to formulate an essay responie to a curriculum-

based question on energy sb rces. Essays were scored for average t-unit

length, total number of.words and number of dis "rete energy facts

included. Analyses compared th two groups on posttest scores and each

, of the three essay content measures\

Focus of Inquiry

. The pilot study pursues two linesd inquiry, procedural and theo-

retic: In the first case, a prima'ry concern was with the quality of the.

curricular.mateiial developed for the study. In particular, two ques-

tions on the feasibility and adequacy. of the planned study design tested

'here were:

Does the curricdrum present knowlede not available elsewhere

to the sample population?

Is the curriculum presented at an appropriate level of
1.

1 difficulty for learning to,' occur?

The second focus of this pilot study was an exploration of the mea-

surement iRplicafions and tfleoretical basis of our planned studies on

effects of level of knowledge on.writing quality.- In particular, we

needed information on the kinds of essay features that would be most

affected by variations in student Writers' level of knowledge about the

topic examined. The earlier developed CSE rating scale (Quellmalz, 1979 and

Spooner-Smith, 1979) might not-Se sensitive to those very changes we

wished to measure, although, weanticipate the need to'expand the ob-

viously related subscale categories of ;support and focus. Alio, the

need for adding categories more clvely aligned with essay structure was

a possibility to be explored in.this study. The following questioins

represent this study's measurement and theory. concerns with essay rating.
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Does the content of student essays reflect student level of

knowledge as measured by an objective test?

Are differential levels of topic-relevant knowledge reflected

in the syntactic structure of student writing?

Are differential levels of topic-relevant knowledge re flected

in the length and factual density of student writin ?

MD.
Method

Subjects

The study sampled four heterogeneously grouped history classrooms of

eighth grade students. Students were randomly assigned by classroom to

either,instructional treatment or control groups. The total number of

students fOr whom complete data sets exist is forty; twenty in each group.

Independent Variable

Knowl'Idge of essay topic was the variable under experimental control

in this study. Two values of the variable (informed /not informed) were

allowed by having one-group of subjects exposed to a topic-specific

three week curriculum while a comparable student group did not receive

this instruction. Unfortunately, no pretest or other baseline measure

were available to us.
, /

The curriculum, developed by Oliver and Niedermeyer(1971 is entitled

Energy in America
\I

History and consists of pre- and post-test, source-

book (test), filmstrips and cassettes, teacher's script and program record

sheet. 'These materials provide fifteen, 5eminute lessons focussing on

five student objectives. These objectives cover: (1) energy consumption;

(2)'energy sources; (3) the energy crunch; (4) the great discoveries;

(5),energy in daily life. Table 1 offers the instructional objectives

for each of these content areas.

-3- 5
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TABLE I*

Instructional Objectives for the

Energy in American HistoryCurricular Modules

I. Energy Consumption -- Pupils Identify:

a. trends in the growth of energy consumption in the United
States over the last 20 years;

b. the major causal factors for this growth;

c. changes in the proporilft of energy used by the four
sectors of societyl(residential, commercial, industrial
and transportational);

d. the major causes for changes in the proportion of energy
used by each sector.*

II. Ener Source --Pupils Identify:

a. the major changes that have taken place in America's fuel
mix (i.e., sources of energy) over the last 200 years;

b. the rise and fail of each of the three major fuel epochs
(i.e., wood, coal and oil).

III. The Energy Crunch -- Pupils' Identify:

a. characteristics of thd present day energy crunch, including
dwindling supply of fossil fuels, reliance upon foreign oil
apd high cost of providing energy;

b. major means by which the energy crunch can be remedied,
including need for conservation practices.and importance
of developing alternative sources of energy;

IV. The Great Discoveries--Pupils Identify:

a. landmark energyLrelated inventions, discoveries and
inventors;

b. significant impact of these energy-related discoveries upon
the growth of America and upon our pattern'' of energy user--

V. Energy in Dai,y Life--Pupils Identify:

a. ' lifestyle .changes in the way people work run households,

1r

transport and entertain themselves, brought about by the
changing pattern of energy use in America.' 4

..4p2
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Dependent Variables

Four dependent variables were assessed with two measures. Three of

these were drawn from students' essay responsei to a question on energy.

The fourth measure was students' scores on the curriculum-embedded objec-

tive posttest. Both essay and objective test measures were given \to all

subjects of both groups.

The essay measure allowed students 30 minutes to respond to the fol-

lowing prompt and directions:

TOPIC: Many changes have taken place in America's energy

history. Our energy.consumption.has risen. Our

sources of energy have changed. Our daily lives have

changed as a result of energy-related inventions'and

discoveries.

Pick the'onesienergy-related change you think is most

important.--Write ,n essay in which you describe this
change and tell why you think it is important. Give

as many specific details and facts as you can.

Imagine that you are writing for someone who knoWs
nothing about th0 history of energy in America.
Tell them everything they need to know about the
energy change you have selected.

tissays produced by each group were rated on three variables: length of

t- units; number of essay facts; total number of words. A t-unit, or

"minimally terminable syntactic unit" (Hunt, 1965), is an independent

clause and its embedded or grammatically related componelts. T-unit length

measures the number of words per t-unit. Considerable research 'supports

a positive relationship between t-unit length and measures of writing

quality (O'H2re, 1973; Combs, 1976; Howerton et al., 1977). Additionally,

t-unit length has been tied to language development and is considered a

measure of "syntactic maturity." (See Appendix A.)

We have selected t-unit length as a dependent variable for two reasons.

First, small sample size (n=20 group) and our use of intact classrooms



rather thansandom assignment, created the del'ire to validate the compar-

ibility in writing skills between both groups. T-unit length analysis

provides_ris-comparison. That is, we would expect no difference between

grodin on this measure. Number of essay facts is also a dependent vari-

ableextracted from student essays. For this study we have defined facts

to include all energy,- related statements, generalizatins or factual de-

tails regardless of accuracy, appropriateness and source.

The third essay variable, number of.words, reflects the effect of

knowledge upon the essayOiength:.. All students had 30 minutes to read

and respond to the essa prompt. Aisuming similarity between groups in
ti

writing ability and other individual traits, group differences in essay
A

length should be due to level of knowledge. That is, students who are

more familiar'with and better informed-.on the essay topic will be-able to

re0ond more readily to the task. This maybe due to their more quickly

accessing information or structuring their responses, or it may be that

they really do have more to say:

The fourth dependent variable is the curriculum-based posttest given

to both the experimental 'and the-co trol roup. It consists of 25 objec-

tive test items drawn from the )ive content areas described in Table 1.

These tests were scored.for total.humber correct, using the answer key

provided by the curriculum developers. (A copy of the posttest is in

'Appendix B of this report.) Obviously we expected the instructed gr

to outperform the uninstructed group, confirming the possibility of

controlling student knowledge in a topic area.

-6-
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Procedures

In Spring, 1970, the pilot study was run using eighth grade students

in the San Diego (California) City schools. Students in four heteroge-

neously grouped American history classes were randomly assigried, by class,

to either the group receiving the instructional treatment or to the con-

trol, no treatment group. 'Treatment group students' own regular teachers

were the instructors, interjecting this curricular package into the regu-

lar course work. A's planned and,carried out, students received three

weeks (fifteen lessons) of instruction on Energy in American History in

50-minute lesson segments. Following completion of the course as outlined,

students were given a 25-question objective test and a 30-minute essay

question on, the material covered. Students in the control r-oup also

received the same test and essay question.

Essays and objective tests were collected, scored, rated and coded

here at CSE. Analyses performed and recommendations drawn up for this

report will feed into the design and analysis of the "knowledge of essay

topic" study planned and described in the CSE scope of work Statement for

1979-1982.

Results

Analyses Performed

T-tests were run between means of the two groups on each of the four

dependent variables. Table 2 presents the `. -test results, along with

means and standard deviations for both groups the four dependent vari-

ables: posttest, essay length, essay t-unit length; nolber of essay facts:

Description of Findings

As would be expected, the two groups were significantly different

in their posttest means. The instructed group mean was 20.8out of 25

-7-



TABLE 2

Means, Standard Deviations, T-Values for Both

Groups on the Dependent Variables

Variable Mean (S.D.) Standard Error
_

t-Value (la) OF's

Posttest: Instructed , 20.8 (2.1) 0.5 4.6
2

25

Uninstructed 15.1 (5.2) 1.2 (a<.001) 25

Essay--Number of Words:

Instructed 172.1 (55.1) 12.3 1.93
1

38

Uninstructed 135.2 (65.3) 14.6 (a<.05) 38

Essay--t-Unit Length:

I

Instructed ' 10.73 (1.6) 0.3 1.08 38

Uninstructed 10.08 (2.2) 0.5 (nsd) 38

Essay--Number of Facts:

1

--/ Instructed 20.1 (6.0) 1.3 3.61 38

Uninstructed 13.1 (6.4) 1.4 (a<.001) 38

*
Note: 'Pooled variance estimate used

2Separate variance estimate used (i.e., F-value significant for tailed probability in variances.
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possible (S.D.=2.1), or 83.2 percent correct. The mean for the unin-

structed group was 15.1 (S.D. 5.2), or 60.4 percent correct. Note the

variance of scores within each group was quite dissimilar. Based upon

a significant F=value for the difference, separate variance estimates
-

(df=25) were used to calculate the t-value.

Other significant differences between group means exist for essay

length and number of essay facts. The instructed group averagEd 172.1

words (S.D.=55.1) per essay; the uninstructed group 135.2 words (S.D.=65.3);

the.one-tailed probability for the t-value exceeded a=.05. Between group

difference on number of essay facts was significant beyond .001. The in-

structed group mean was 20.1_(S.D.=6.0); the uninstructed group mean was

13.1 (S.D.=6.4).

The fourth variable, t-unit length, was very similar between groups.

The means for instructed and uninstructed groups were 10.73 (S.D.=1.6)

and 10.08 (S.D.=2.2), respectively.: As an indicator of syntactic maturity

level and given our assumed comparability of study groups, we expected no

difference on this variable.

Discussion

This pilot study was a feasibility probe into the planned proce-

dures for our later study. Results, discussed below, will influence

our procedures and measures (previously described in the CSE Three

Year Institutional Plan, 1979). In particular, alternative ways to

administer or measure the level of treatment should be considered.

Further, additional dependent variables are suggested for inclusion

in the planned study. We expect to consider these recommendations

along with input from our external consultants, to revise and perhaps

pilot again the procedures and analyses for the level of knowledge study.

-9-



The discussion of results is divided into the two major foci of the

pilot effort, procedural concerns and construct/measurement concerns.

Each section includes recommendations for the larger, planned study.

Procedural Concerns

This study was designed in part to check whether or not essay topic

knowledge could be manipulated, specifically, using the prepared curric-

ulum, Energy in American History. As stated earlier, we wished to know:

,(A) Feasibility of controlling topic knowledge:

o Is the curriculum presented at an appropriate level of

difficulty for learning to occur?

IL

Does the curriculum present knowledge unavailable

elsewhere to the general sample?

The findings suggested that topic knowledge was in fact manipulated

in the study as indicated .by the difference in performance between

treatment and control groups (See Table 2). The mastery effect on the

instructed group yielded, as expected, a restricted range of students'

scores on the knowledge ppsttest, inhibiting our use of correlational

analyses. It may, therefore, be more appropriate for us to conduct a

preliminary dependent variable study, focussing on the relationship among

various deperident measures of writing ability and topic knowledge in

naturalistic settings before we move to treatment variations; which will

undoubtedly result in variance restrictions. Such a study would involve

the measurecnt of general and specific knowledge, potentially, general

ability, and provide "baseline" information on writing ability. A second

essay would be more specific in its expository prompting of information.

,9
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This essay topic might be a specific version of the "baseline" general

essay, or on a different topic altogether. In this way, we might expect,

through random-sampling, to maintain sufficient variation in both writing

ability and level of topic knowledge to allow exploration of the relation-

-ships among essay quality and knowledge variables.

Such a study would be followed by one in which either criterion levels

(through a trials-to-criterion approach) or treatment intensity were

spedifically administered. We would assess the extent to which such

treatments resulted in differential performance on both general and spe-

cific essay dependent measures. Of potential interest might also be a

corollary study relating the amount of specific knowledge raters pos'sess

on their ratings of essay quality.

The manipulation of knowledge levels would also force us to confront

analysis issues which inhere in assessments (or evaluations) of instruc-

tion where very different distributions occur as a function of a mastery

or criterion-referenced instructional approach.. Specifically, we would

attempt to explore the utility of ranking-and-selection analyses in

addition to more traditional correlational approaches for providing in-

sight into the effects of variables:of interest. Such procedures have

not been well developed for use with multivariate studies, but may be

most appropriate to the kind of distribution We encountered in this pilot

effort.

Construct/Measurement Concerns

The questions posed originally to explore means for increasing

the sensitivity of dependent measures (see page 3), reflect expec-

tations for collecting data to use in revising currently propose measures

for the 1980 study. T-test differences between the two study gr ups do

provide some basis for recommendations.
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Significant differences between group means occurred for essay length

(measured in number of words) and for number of "facts." No difference

'could be found for.syntactic maturity (meesvred by t-unit length).
s a

As a developmental measure; syntactic 'maturity would not be expected

to show the effects of topic knowledge, nor to vary'between groups of

comparable students at the same grade level. In this study, we viewed

the syntactic maturity measure as a second check on the comparability

of our student groups' general, level of sophistication in writing. With

greater sample size, or the incorporation of the baseline essay procedures

described above, this measure does not seem necessary or appropriate for

4
the planned'studj. We recommend it not be used.

The two variables, essay length and number of facts, were selected

as our best guesses of where student knowledge might affect student writ-

ing on a particular topic. If essay content is mediated by students'

knowledge, it may be that selection and synthesis of information are

the processes facilitated for students with the greater knowledge base.

This facilitating effect may be to increase the ease and/or speed of

selecting and organizing/structuring the essay. The overt result of dif-

ferences in topic knowledge then may be in essay length or in content

quality itself, For our pilot, essay length did turn out significantly

different between groups (a=.05). As expected, the instructed group wrote

longer essays than the control group despite equal time allotment for

responding. Although we cannot conclude that this is due to differences

between groups in the amount of topic relevant knowlege, we do recommend

that essay length be measured in the later study. The measurement of con-

tent quality in this pilot study was number of essay facts. Although our

-12-
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t-test suggests significant differences between groups in the number of

facts used, the operational definition of "facts" used to assess content

is cofounded with the number of sentences. This is due to the lack'of

distinction between relevant and irrelevant facts, veracity of "facts"

and level of abstractionlof "facts." We recommend a measure of essay

content that distinguishes among these qualities, perhaps even accounting

for the use of generalizations and opinions. In addition, we should explore the

differential impact of knowledge of topic for expository analytic scales,

which emphasize supporting detail, for instance, and more holistic or

general impression procedures. We propose such measures as listed above
1

in order to providt cues for developing assessments of writing which may be

sensitive to the instructional efforts of writing programs.

62
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PILOT. STUDY #3

EFFECTS OF'TOPIC,SAMPLE AND RATER GROUP MEMBERSHIP

ON THE STABILITY OF SCORING CRITERIA APPLICATION

Researchers, measurement sped fists, and practitioners recognize the

increasing need to assess samples of complex performance: In the area of

language production,,writing, oral language, and oral reading represent im-

portant developing skill -which cannot be tested adequately by selected

response formats. Performance sampling of complex human competencies pro-
,

iides direct measures that are preiumably more valid than selected response

formats. Yet these direct-samples of highly variable responses are also

affected by the highly variable judgments of raters who must score or

characterize the performance samples along some dimensions.

A critical goal for performance measurement in general, and writing

assessment in particular, is to refine methodologies for assuring uniform,

;reliable, valid application of scoring criteria. Just as student writing

performance can fluctuate .across occasion and topics, rater judjment can

vary because of influences irrelevant to the scoring task. Procedures

such as rater training and operationalization of scoring rubrics can reduce

measurement error attributable t raters (Follman, Anderson, 1977; Winters,

1979). This pilot study examines he influence of three othek.potential

sources of error: composition of sting group membership, variations

in the quality of student writin sample, and changes in topic.

Most documented research orrthe,v lidity and reliability of scoring

written production has occurred within a norm-referenced testing framework.



Essays are usually scored holistically, on generally described criteria

and involve "norming table" training procedures where raters rank essay

by sorting them into piles anchored by the range of quality of that parti-

cular sample (Conlan, 1977). Thus, a particular paper's ranking could

change from sample to sample if the range of quality of the compositions

varied from one rating occasion to the next.

Analogous to the tenet that defendants must receive equal treatment

under the law and that:rules of evidence must be consistently observed,

new competency testing systems must demonstrate equal application of cri-

teria across testing occasions, sets of raters, and topics. Uniform appli-

cation of performance criteria is a required technical quality of domain-

ref.renced tests; it' will also be a legal requirement when decisions based

on these tests result in life- altering decisions about students.

Thuscriterion-referenced or domain-referenced tests of writing should

reflect judgments referenced to absolute, concrete skill descriptions

which are intended to provide a uniform standard. Regardless of how

other essays demqnstrate skill level, any particular essay score must be

referenced to the competency description, "main idea is clearly stat-
1

ed or implied," "generalizations are supported by specific concrete deL4

tails."

Haw, then, can rater judgments be operationalized and standardized?

Even with the provision of systematic training and explicit scoring cri-

teria, are rater applications of criteria stable across topics, student

samples, and rating group membership? This pilot study attempted to ex-

plore these questions by investigating effects of stimulus variation not

only in the writing task, but also within the rating context.
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The study was preliminary to one examining the effects of writing stimulus

student-and rating variables on essay scoring. Potentfal research ques-

tions for the planned study are:

1. Hiow stable are ratings of essays across topics?

2. How stable are ratings across student samples?

3. How stable are ratings by raters more and less experienced in

scale application?

4. How stable are scores given by raters trained in different rating

groups?

METHOD

To examine influences of stimulus variability in the assessment and

rating contexts on subsequent scoring, the pilot study compared a small

sample of essay scores given by raters in two different rating sessions.

Variables of interest for the assessment stimuli were the topic and quali-

ty range of student pai-ofn Rating context variables were level of rater

experience with the scale and training group membership,

Scores were compared on essays written on three different narrative

topics. Two narrative topics were given to high school students in a study

(Study A) described by Quellmalz, 1979. The third topic was given to high

school students as part of a college admissions exam study (Study B) inves-

tigated in a report by Baker and Quellmalz, et al in process. Two rater

pairs scored essays in each study. One rater pair participated in both

Study A and Study B. Of interest were comparisons of mean scores and levels

inter-rater agreement within and between rater pairs and rating occasions.

3
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figure 1 presents the study design and numbers of essays forming

the data base. Note that all essays rated in Study A were included in

Study B, and were rated by all four raters. Appendix A presents the three

topics.

Study A

Raters x, 3,4

Figure 1
Rating Occasion

B

2 , 3,4

Study

Raters 1,

Topics 1 6 8 16 16 16

Topics 2 7 8 16 16 16

Topics 31 - - 11 11 11

Subjects

,Raters. In both studies raters were drawn from the teaching staff

of the UCLA English and Subject A Departments. All had extensive experi-

ence rating high school essays. Two of the raters, designated Raters 3 and

4, scored essays in Studies A and B. Raters X and y scored only in Study

A. Raters 1 and 2 scored only in Study B.

Writers. Examinees in Study A and Study B varied in their academic

achievement and presumably in their writing ability. High school seniors

in Study A were drawn from average and above average high school English-

classes. Mean Differential Aptitude Verbal Test score was 61%; mean PSAT

and SAT scores availabl4,on only a subset of the examineel,were 445 and

516,respectively. Students in Study B were also high school students,

but were from the set admitted to the University of California, the upper

12% of state. high school seniors. These students all were required to

take a writing placement examination which determines if students should

take freshman or reredial English. Students are required to take the exam
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if their College Entrance Examination Bcard scores Falls between 450 and

, 600. Mean CEEB score fo'r. the Study Bistud4nt sample was 491. Mean Scho-
<

k/lastic Aptitude Test-Verbal Score was 510.

1 A
4- Raters usecthe same rating.stale to evaluate essays in each study.

('
Designed asa domain-referenced tale for factual narrative, prose, the

rubric included response 'criteria conventionally cited as important struc-

tural narrative elements by theoretical- rhetoricians and educators (Kin-
,

neavy, 1971, Brooks and Warren, 1961). The Factual Narrative Scale con-

sisted of five subscales: General Impression, Focus, Organization, Sup-
.

port, andMechanics. Appendix R presents a copy of the scale.

Ratingirocedures

Unify training methods occurred in both studies.

Study A. In Study A, rater X, Y, 3, an8 4 had about fogr hours of %.

peactice in applying criteria on approximately 30 papers written on.Topics*

1 and 2 (Quellmalz, 1979). A pilot test of inter-rater reliability was

then conducted on 13 papers and yielded 'generalizability coefficients

ranging from .63 to .74 and alpha coefficients ranging from .84 to .95..

Rating of experimental essay's on Topics 1 and 2 then proceeded. Final

rating generalizability coefficients ranged from .67 to .85. 'Appendix C

presents tables used for calculating' 61e.generalizability coefficients.

Study B. 'In Study B, raters 1, 2, 3, and 4 also practiced for 4

hours applying scoring criteria to approximately 20 papers on Topic 3 and

Apers on Topics 1 and 2. A pilot test of rater agreement was then

conductee on 20.Topic 3.papers. Generalizability coefficients ranged from

.67 to' .84.

5
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Seven Topic 2 and.3 papers (3 of Topic 2; 1 of Topic 3) were also

rated during the pilot testing, but the sample size was' too small to al-

low calculation of agreement indices. Ratligs on these seven papers were

poolvd with subsequent final ratings of additional Topic 2 and 3 papers.

During rating of the experimental Topic 3 papers in the Study B

"common check" papers were periodically read after approximately every

10 papers. Each rater pair compared scores and discussed descrepancies.

Each "common cheek" included a Topic 3 paper and either a Topic 1 or Topic

2 paper. The eleven "common check" sets of essays read during Study B

and the. 7 aforementioned Topic 1 and Topic 2 papers formed the :data base

for Study B. AppendiX D presents statistics used to calculate rater re-

liabilities on the 5 subscales. Generalizability coefficients ranged frail

.67 to .89. Alpha coefficients ranged from .72 to .85. To allow compari-

son between Study B scores on Topic 1 and 2 papers with Study A on those

same papers, Study B raters then scored an additional five Topic 1 and

2 papers%

6
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RESULTS

Introduction

To examine effects of writing task variables, topic and sample quality

effects were analyzed first within Study B, then between scores on topics

common to Study A and Study B.

Rating context variables were rater experience with the scale and train-

ing group membership. Scores and reliabilities of novice Raters 1 and 2

were compared to scores and reliabilities of scale-experienced Raters 3 and

4. Effect of rating group membership on criteria stability was examined
k

by inspecting scores on Topics 1 and 2 in Study A and scores for Topics 1

and 2 in Study B. Analyses for this pilot study were exploratory, and clearly

the sample size limits generalization. The results were intended to stimulate

hypotheses rather than to provide definitive evidence.

Effects of Exam Variablity

Tables 1 and 2 present data for comparing scores within Stw.'y B given

by the four individual raters on the three topics. Table I presents means

and standard deviations of topic scores. Table 2 presents results of anal-

yses of variance to detect differences:due to topic and rater. Topic vari-

ability will be discussed in this section, reference to rater variability

will be deferred to the section on rating context variation.

Insert Tables 1 and 2

Across all subscales, scores on Tcpic 3 zre highest, scores on Topic

2 are lowest. The AN61/As indicate that topic score dli"erences are signifi-

cant for ratings on General Impression, OrganilAtion, and Total Score.
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TABLE 1

Means and Standard Deviations of CSE Essay Scores
given in Study B by Raters 1-4 on Topics 1-3

General Impression

Topic

Rater

1

2

3

4

1

7
SD

X

SD

X

SD
7
SD

1 2

1.06 1.00

1.06 1.03

1.06 .88

1.0 .89

1.13 .75

1.20 1.06

.88 144

1.15 .63

3

1.82

.40

1.73

.47

1.64

1.02
2.00
.63

1.23

1.62

1.12

1.00

Rater
1

2

3

4

1.03 .77 1.80 1.13

n = 16 16 11 43

Organization

Topic
Rater 1 2 3 Rater

l 1.38 1.44 1.82 1.51 1

SD .50' .63 .40

2 X 1.44 1.31 1.82 1.49 2

SD .63 .48 .40

3 7 1.81 1.31 2.09 1.70 3

SD .91 .60 .54 /

4 7 1.62 1.25 2.36 1.67 4

SD .96 .45 .81

1.56 1.33 2.02 1.59

n = 16 16 11 43

Rater

]

1

Mechanics

3 Rater
Topic
2

1 X 1.94 1.69 1.91 1.8L 1

SD .57 .70 .31

2 X 1.63 1.81 2.00 1.79 2

SD .62 .65 .63

3 7 1.87 1.94 2.27 2.00 3

SD .81 .68 .79

4 7 1.69 1.56 2.09 1.74 4

SD .87 .73 .70

1.78 1.75 2.07 1.84

n= 16 16 11 43

8
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Focus

31

Topic

7 1.56 1.44 2.00 1.63

SD .63 .63 .63

7 1.63 1.63 2.00 1.72

SD .50 .62 .63

7 1.69 1.81 1.82 1.77

SD .48 .75 .60

X 1.69 1.44 2.09 1.70

SD .60 .51 .70

1.64 1.58 1.98 1.70

n = 16 16 11 43

Support

Topic
1 2 3

X 1.56 1.44 2.00 1.63

SD .73 .51 .63

X 1.87 1.81 1.73 1.81

SD .62 .65 .65

X 2.31 2.00 2.45 2.23

SD .95 .73 .52

7 1.44 2.18 1.72

SD .79 .51 .75

1.86 1.67 2.09 1.85

n = 16 16 11 43

Total Score

Topic
1 2 3

X 7.50 7.00 9.54 7.84

SD 2.99 2.80 1.51

3; 7.62 7.44 9.27 7.98
SD 2.33 2.25 -1.74

5( 8.81 7.81 10.27 8.81

SD 3.60 2.79 2.90

7 7.56 6.12 10.73 7.84

SD 3.63 1.89 2.97

7.87 7.09 9.95 8.12

n = 16 16 11 43



TABLE 2

Analysis of Variance of Rater (1-4) and Topic (1-3) on Study B Essay Scores

General Impression Focus Romp'

Source SS OF MS F Source SS OF MS

Mean 239.08 1 239.08 91.44 Mean 500.19 1 500.19 595.97
Topic 28.61 2 14.30 5.47** Topic 4.56 2 2.27 2.71
Error 104:58 40 2.61 Error 33.57 40 .84

Rater .80 3 .27 .35 Rater .26 3 .08 .41
Rater X Topic 2.92 6 .49 1.54 Rater X Topic 1.71 6 .29 1.34
Error 120 Error 25.60 120 .21

Organization Support

Source SS OF MS F Source SS DF
VD

Mean 447.24 1 447.24 368.08 Mean 585.59 1 585.59 585.88
Topic 12.67 2 6.34 5.47** Topic 4.59 2 2.29 2.30
Error 46.34 40 1.16 Error 39.98 40 1.00

Rater 1.84 3 0.61 3.66* Rater 8.52 3 2.84 9.62**
Rater X Topic 2.91 6 0.49 2.90* Rater X Topic 2.87 6 0.48 1.62
Error 20.08 120 0.17 Error 35.44 120 0.29

72

Mechanics Total Score

Source SS OF MS F Source ---, SS
0411,

DF MS F

Mean 580.87 1 580.87 479.23 Mean 1 508.'M 1 11508.00 508.45
Topic 3.03 2 1.51 1.25 Topic 219.32 2 109.66 4.85*
Error 48.48 40 1.21

Rater 1.54 3 0.51 2.19 Rater 2442 3 8.14 3.34*
Rater X Topic 1.51 6 0.25 1.07 Rater X TOPiC 20.36 6 5.06 2.08
Error 28.14 120 0.23 Error 292.18 120 2.43

* p.05
** p-.01 73



Planned comparisons contrasting scores on Topics 1 and 2 and Topics I and

2 together with Topic 3 revealed no significant difference between Topics

1 and 2, but a significant difference between Topics 1 and 2 vs. 3 on

General Impression, (t = -4.54; d.f.37,3; p<.01), Focus ( = -2.19, d.f.

16,0; p<.05), Organization (t = -3.69, d.f. 25,0; p<.01) and Support (t =

-2.16; d.f. 23,Z, p <.05). These differences might be attributed to the

different populations who contributed writing samples on Topics 1 and 2

vs.Topic 3, however, aptitude scores from both groups appeared quite

similar.

Table 3 presents the means and standard deviations of.essay scores

given by rater pairs in Studies and B. The Table also presents the

alpha coefficients for pair relliabilities in Study B. Sample sizes in

Study A did not permit stable calculation of alphas; Study B n's are also

quite small.

I4sert Table 3

Looking first at-thii levels of agreement by topic in Study B, it

appears that rater pairs do differ substantially in their scoring consis-

tency from topic to topic. Interestingly, Raters 3 and 4, the more prac-

ticed with the scale, fluctuate more in their agreement, particularly on

Mechanics and Support. These 2 subscales were fairly stable across topics

in the original Study A. Again, the small number of essays involved in the

calculations require caution in interpreting these magnitudes.

Inspection of means in Table 3 does reveal a trend toward lower rat-

ings for Topics 1 and 2 in Study B. This trend may imply that the restrict-
,

ed quality range of primarily college bound student essays in Study B made

the fewer high school essays seem worse. Thus, a subtle "norming" may

10
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TABLE 3

Comparison of Rater Pair Scores Across Studies

Study A Study B

Rater Pair

Topics

X & Y

1 2

3

1

& 4

2 1

3 & 4

2 3 1

1 & 2

2 3

CSE Subscale

General r 1.92 1.36 1.28 1.0 1.00 .59 1.82 1.06 .94 1.77

Impression SD 1.32 1.28 1.37 1.3 1.13 .76 .72 .94 .91 .41

n = '6 7 8 8 16 16 11 16 16 11

a .91 .67 .58 .81 .88 .86

Focus 7 2.08 1.50 1.71 2.2 1.69 1.63 1.95 1.59 1.53 2.00

SD .38 .29 .9 .8 .48 .56 .61 .49 .50 .50

n = 6 7 8 8 . 16 16 11 16 16 11

a .71 .70 .85 .67 .44 .40

Organization 7 2.33 1.64 1.65 1.75 1.72 1.28 2.23 1.41 1.38 1.82

SD .98 .75 .6 .9 .86 .48 .61 .52 .50 .34

n = 6 7 8 8 16 16 11 16 16 11

a .81 .79 .72 .82 .75 .56

Support 7 2.42 2.36 2.76 2.45 2.00 1.72 2.32 1.72 1.63 1.86

SD .92 .56 1.15 .85 .68 .52 .60 .63 .50 .45

n.= 6 7 8 8 16 16 11 16 16 11

a .37 .50 .85 .86 .62 .00

Mechanics 7 2.50 2.57 2.2 2.05 1.78 1.75 2.18 1.78 1.75 1.95

SD .84 .45 .7 .80 .77 .55 .68 .48 .58 .42

n = 6 7 8 8 16 16 11 16 16 11

a .82 .35 .80 .47 .61 .58

Total 7 11.25 10.43 8.19 6.97 10.50 7.56 7.21 9.41

SD 3.71 2.67 3.40 2.10 2.73 2.52 2.35 1.42

n = 6 7 16 16 11 16 16 11

a .86 .72 .84 .86 .83 .70

.

11
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have occurred, suggesting that the composition of the student sample, i.e.,

the range of quality, may affect ratings.

Rating Context Variation

One 'aspect of rating hypothesized to affect application of rating

criteria was level of experience of raters with the scale. It might be

expected that raters less familiar with using the scale might be less con-

sistent in their ratings. The ANOVAs presented in Table 2 indicated sta-
,

tistically significant variation due to raters on Organization, Support

and Total essay scores. Table 4 presents results of planned comparisons

between Rater pair 1 and 2 (inexperienced) and Rater pair 3 and 4 (ex-

perienced). The pairs do give significantly different scores on the .0r-

Aanization and Support criteria, suggesting differential application of

criteria by rater pair. However, the substantive magnitude of the mean

differences was relatively low, .20,or less than 5% variation on a 4-

point scale.

Insert Table 4

Table 5 presents the interrater reliabilities for each rater pair in

Study B and for all 4 raters. While mean scores given by each rater pair dif-

-fered statistically significantly on Organization and Support. pair reli-

abilities differ most on Focus and Mechanics; the more experienced raters

were more consistent on these subscales. These data may be considered as

weak evidence that the rater pairs were perhaps becoming socialized during

the common cheCks within pail%

Insert Table 5



TABLE 4

Pair Comparisons of Study B Essay Ratings

CSE Scale

by Raters-1 & 2 vs. 3

Raters 1 & 2

& 4 Across Topics 1-3

Raters 3 & 4 t

General . T(' 1.20 1.06
c

1.43

Impression SD .89 1.01

Focus I 1.67 1.73 - .78
SD .52 .55

Organization 31 1.50 1.69 -2.50*

SD .50 .76

Support . 'X 1.72 1.98 -2.94**

SD .53 .64

Mechanics 7 1.81 1.87 - .84

SD .50 .68

TOTAL X 7.91 8.33 -1.55
SD 2.35 3.07

13
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TABLE 5

Int64.4er Reliability Across Topics 1-3
Within and Between Rater Pairs

Raters 1 & 2 Raters 3 & 4 Raters 1,2,3,4

CSE Scale a a a

General
Impression .87 .82 .90

Focus .57 .71 .76

Organization .79 .82 .87

Support .58 .58 .71

Mechanics .53 .72 .81

TOTAL .85 .85 .90



*

In addition to experience with the scale, training group membership

was hypothesized as a possible influence on application of scoring criteria.

In her study contrasting different scoring systems, Winters (1979) observed

differences in criteria interpretation during training and practice. While-1,

no explicit, salient alterations in decision rules for any subscale criteria

were noted in Studies A and B, more subtle unexplicated shifts could have

occurred. In an attempt to detect criteria shifts, Topics 1 and 2 essay

scores in Study A and 3 can be compared. Table 6 presents differences be-

tween Study A and Study B mean scores given by rater pair.

Insert Table 6

In general, differences between scores given by Raters 3 and 4 to papers

they read in both Study A and Study B were smaller than mean score differ-

ences between scores given by Raters X and Y in Study A and scores given

by Raters 1 and 2 in Study B. The small differences between Raters 3 and 4

first and second rating scores, particularly on the GI (.34) and Total Scores

(1.46) can be viewed as evidence for scoring stability across occasions,

analogous to test-retest comparisons. An exception is the Support subscale

where Study A and B meaty score differences of Raters 3 and 4 are higher.

Another comparison relating to scale stability is between scores given

by Raters X and Y in Stud. '1 with scores given on the same essays read by

Raters 1 and a in Study B ".omparis9ns_4etweenscores given by Raters X

and Y in Study A and by Raters 1 and 2 in Study B are between different people,

of course, and also between two sets of "first timers," i.e., rater pairs

who had used the scale only once. Mean subscale score differences range

from .57 to .78, higher generally than Rater 3 and 4 score differences.

15
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TABLE 6

I.

Differences between Mean Scores given during Study A and Study B

Rater - 3r
(3&4

A
) (3&4

B
)

Topic 1 Topic 2 XD

GI

F

0

S

M

XD

T

3"(X&Y
A

) 1-(1&2
B

)

Topic 1 Topic 2
D

.28 .40 .34 .84 .42 .63
4

.02 .57 .29 .48 .97 .78

.07 .47 .27 .95 .26 .60

.93 .73' .83 .70 .73 .72

.42 .30 .36 .32 .82 .57

.44 2.48 1.46 3.69 3.22 3.45

16
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Thus criteria application by novice raters do not appear to be as stable

across studies. Fuether research employing more raters and essays are re-

quired to disentangle the influence of within-training group interpretation

of criteria.

Discussion

The prPose of the pilot study was to explore effects of exam and rating

context variation on essay scores. While the small number of raters and

essays did not permit strong statistical omparisoni, the descriptive statistics

did provide bases for pursuing. the tent tive hypotheses. Topic assignment,

and quality range of examinees do seen to affect scoring. Also rater's scale

experience and training group memebeship da seem to yield different essay

scores. Future research employing more raters, essays, and topics should

approach the 4ssues posed in the research questions both with a strong sampling

'design and more rigorous statistical analyses.

Implications for Study Design I

In the pilot study, topic and examinee quality were confounded. The final

study will gather multiple topics from a population varying widely in writing

and verbal abilities indicated by multiple independent measures. Rating context

variables might include both the scale experience of raters and the number of

training gebops,depending on logistical and economic constraints. Tapes of

training group interaction migbt provide valuable information on both criteria,

interpretation and the sociological dynamics of different groups' interactions.

Other dependent measures, in addition to other writing and verbal test

scores, might include annotated "expert" scoring of essays and independerit

classifications of student into mastery /non - mastery writing groups. The

differential classification "accuracy" related to different topics, sample

quality, rater pair and training group membership conditions could then be

17
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41,

examined for the "real world" contingencies of the treatment effects.

In sum, rater behAvior. seems to be affected by a variety of variables

which bear further examination and control.

11.
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APPENDIX A

Study A

Topic 1: Narrative Drugs

Many young adults use Aru:!s. In fact, every year these substances

hurt the lives of thousands of American teenagers' by making them emotion-

ally and physically ill.

Assume you have been asked by your school boprd to tell how drugs

affect students in your district. Describe what happened over a period

of time to one or more people you know who became involved with drugs.

Your narrative should help others experience how drugs affect stu-

dents.

Use specific details and facts to make your account realistic.

Be sure your narrative has a clear main idea and is well-organized.

A-I
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APPENDIX A

Study A

Topic 2: Narrative Violence

Many news reports and books assert that today's students do not res-

pect adults. The reports describe instances of discipline problems, even

violence in schools, neighborhoods and in homes.

Assume you have been asked by your school board to tell how students

in your district show their lack of'respect for adults. Describe what

happened over a period of time to one or more people you know who did not

respect adults.

Your narrative should help others experience how these students

felt and acted.

Use specific details and facts to make your account realistic.

Be sure your narrative has a clear main idea and is well brganized.

A-2
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APPENDIX A

Study B

Topic 3: Narrative Change

Directions: You will have 45 minutes to plan and write the essay assigned

below. Before you begin writing, consider the topic carefully and plan

what you will say. Your essay should be as well organized and as care-

fully written as you can make it. Be sure to use specific examples to

support your ideas.

Some people really change whereas others only appear to change.

Describe either a real or an apparent change in a person you have known

well for several years. If you are describing a real change; explain how

it came about and what effect it had upon the person's life. If you con-

sider the change only apparent, explain why you think so and how that

judgment has affected your attitude toward the person.



APPENDIX B

Factdal Narrative Scale

.ELEMENT 1

Impressionistic Rating Procedures

The purpose of Impressionistic Rating is to form a single impression of a piece
of writing as 0 how well it communicates a whole message to the reader. 'mores-
sionistid scoring assumes that each characteristic that makes up an essay -- or-
ganization of ideas, content, mechanics and so on -- is related to all other
Isiaracteristics. Impressionistic scoring further assumes that some qualities
of an essay cannot easily be separated from each other. In short, the procedure
vlews a piece of writing as a total work, the whole of which is greater than the
sum of its parts.

Discerning readers naturally will attend to, or be influenced by, some essay
characteristics more than others. In the Impressionistic scoring, however,
readers should arrive at a judgment regarding the overall quality of the essay.

For thi!:, element, you are being asked to form an overall impression concerning
the effeCtiveness of the essays as examples offlarrativE;iwriting.

The Topics

You will to readiiig essays on two aiferent topics. Both topics were designed
to elicit writing.in the narrative mode. Some views on narration are given
below:

Narration is-the kind of discourse that tells what happened, how it
happened.

Narration gives an impression of movement in time.

Narrative action includes time, logic, and meaning.

GeLaral Impression

Read each essay quickly in order to form an overall impression of its quality.
To assign the essay a score, consider the following question: To what extent
is the essay an example of effective narration?

Assign each paper a mark of 1 - 4 using the scale below.

4 = An excellent example of narration

3 = A good or adequate example of narration

2 = A minimally adequate example of narration

I = A poor example of narration, barely readable and/or off the topic

0 = Is not a narrative

B-1
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APPENDIX B

Factual Narrative Scale

ELEMENT 2

Essay Focus

The 'leginning_or end of the ess!yclearlyideotifies the subject and main point
of tNN whole essay.

4. The beginning (and/or conclusion) of this paper clearly implies or states
the main points of the whole essay. it also limits the topic by alerting
the reader to the key events or stages covered in the body-of the essay.

Specifically, at the beginning (and/or end):

a. The subject of the essay is clearly identified.

b. The main point of the whole essay is clearly stated or implied.

c. The topic is clearly limited. That is, key points (e.g., major
events) or major line(s) of action treated in the essay are identified,
summarized or implied.

3. The beginning (and/or end) of this paper implies or states the main point
of the whole essay. It sets limits on the topic, but does not clearly
suggest how the main point is developed.

Specifically, in the beginning (and/or end):

a. The sutject of the essay is clearly identified.

b. The main point of the whole essay is clearly stated or implied.

c. An attempt is made to limit the topic. That is, the number -- or
general type -- of key points is indicated, but there is not clear
reference to.the important stages, or events treated in the body of
the'essay.

2. The beginning (and/or end) of this paper gives the reader a fairly clear
sense of the main,point of the whole essay. However, neither the intro-
duction nor the conclusion help focus or bring direction to -- the
body of the paper.

Specifically, in the beginning (and/or end):

i. The subject of the essay is identified.

b. The main point of the whole essay is stated or implied.

c. No attempt is made to limit the topic.

(continued)



ELEMENT 2 (continua)

1. Neither the beginning nor the end is helpful to the reader in obtaining
any sense of the main point of thv essay.

Specifically, in the beginning (and/or end):

a. The subject of the essay" is not clearly identified qr there is no
reference to the subject

AND/OR
b. The main point of the whole essay is not clearly stated or implied

or no reference is made to the main point or the reference is con-

fusing.
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APPENDIX B

Factual Narrative Scale

ELEMENT 3

Organization

4. The temporal (chronological) order of events is clear.

a. Transitions and linking expressions enhance a sense of movement.
Events and ideas are ordered according to a readily discernible
logical progression.

b. All events and ideas clearly relate to the main point of the action.

c. There are no digressions or extraneous material.

3. The temporal order of events is clear.

a. Transitions and linking help establish a sense of movement.

b. Events and ideas are ordered according to a discernible logical
progression.

c. Most or el events and ideas relate to the main point of the essay,
there are minor digressions or extraneous material.

2. The temporal order of events is not consistently clear although the essay
does have a discernible beginning and end.

a. Events and ideas are not ordered according to a discernible logical
progression or sequence. Events may be merely listed.

b. The relationship of many events and ideas to the main point is not
consistently evident. There are major digressions and/or extraneous
material.

I. There is no clear temporal order.

a. Transitions are not present or are ineffective.

.0,......°

b. Events and ideas are in a confusing order. The reader has a difficult
time inferring the relationship among events and ideas. The paper
may be expository or descriptive.



APPENDIX B

Factual Narrative Scale

ELEMENT 4

Support

Generalizations and assertions are su
statements.

elorted b s ecific, clear supporting

4. All general points and assertions in this paper have logically related
details. Supporting statements clearly are at a greater level of
specificity than the generalizations they are intended to support. The

writer makes effective use of concrete detail to support ideas.

Specifically:

a. Generalizations and assertions are supported by more specific state-

ments.

b. Supporting statements provide specific detail, such as examples, facts,
anecdotes, and/or employ concrete language to convey ideas about
events, actions, and/or characters. A character is described by refer-
ence to appearance, feelings, thoughts and actions.

3. Most generalization points and assertions are supported by rore specific,

clear and logically related details.

Specifically:

a. General paints and'assertions are supported by more specific state-

ments.

b. Many supporting statements provide specific detail, such as examples,
facts,, anecdotes, and/or employ concrete language to convey ideas
about events, actions and/or character(s)' appearance, feelings,
thoughts and actions.

2. Support for many general points and assertions in this paper is not

especially convincing. Supporting statements lack precision, either

in language or in the use of specific detail.

Specifically:

a. An attempt is made to support general points and assertions through
the use of statements at a greater level of specificity than the
generalization they are intended to support.

b. Supporting qatements lack precision and clarity. The use of specific
detail, such as examples, facts, anecdotes, character description may
be laekiqg and/or the language may be vague.

C)

(continued)



ELEMENT 4 (continued)

1. Support is provided for few or none of the general points Gr. assertions.
Few (or none) of the supporting statements are at a greater level of

specificity than the generalizations themselves.

Specificially:

a. Supporting statements ye provided for few or none of the general

points or assertions.

b. Supporting details, if present, are vague, confusing, or not logically
related to the generalizations they apparently are intended to support,
and/or the language of supporting statements is imprecise. There is

little or no attempt to delineate a character's appearance, thoughts,

feelings or actions.

C
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Factual Narrative Scale

ELEMENT 5

techanics

The essay is free of intrusive usage and mechanical error.

4., The writer appears to have control over the usageandreehanicel aspects.
of this essay.

Specifically:

a. There are only a few minor errors in usage and meC-enics or no errors
at all.

b. Errors, if present, do not interfere ,:ith the clar;ty of communication.

3. Usage and mechanics are .not a problem in this paper. 'rewever, the writer
appears to be octasionp*iycareless and makes a few miror errors which
are readily evident to'the discerning reader. The paper also may contain
a few common errors in usage and mechanics.

Specifically:
ed

a. There are only a few obvious usage or mechanical errors.

b. Errors do not interfere with the clarity of communication, e.g., oc-
casional confusion of subject-object pronouns ("between you and I..."),
spelling errors on difficult words, misuse of colors and semicolons.

c. The-re are no major errors, such as run-on sentences, inappropriate
fragments, lack :pf subject-verb agreelent in simple sentences:

2. This essay is flawed by rrors in mechanics, although t-e naper doe, not 1

strike the discerning reader as being illiterate.

Specifically:

a. There are obvious errors in mechanics throughout me:h of the essay.

b. Errors occasionally detract from the clarity of the cTemunieation,
such as confusing antecedents,,consistent omission of key words.

c. Many of the errors are major, e.g., many run-on seetencs or inappro-
priate fragments, lack of subject-verb agreenentir. sicTle sentences.

1. Mechanical errors make this paper very difficult to ree and understand.

Specifically:

a. There are excessive and obvious err?rs in mechanics throughout the
essay; nearly every sentence contales some type of error.

b. Errors consistently interfere with rFie writer's at:::-pt to ccinicate.

c. Errors are not restricted to zne ty;,,, of problem, s.:71-1 airuh-oh sen-

tences. Errors are diverse in nature and major.

B-7
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APPENDIX C

Data for Estimating Generalizability Coefficients: Study A

Raters 3 & 4

Expository Scale: Genera/ Impr'ession

Source Eve DF MS

Subjects .312 25 1.606

Topics -.002 1 .038

Raters .105 1 5.538 .83

Subjects x Topics .060 25 .298

Subjects x Raters .029 25 .238

Topics x Raters -.007 1 0

Subjects x Topics x Raters .180 25 .180

Expository Scale: Focus

Source Eve 9f MS

a Subjects .245 25 1.463

Topics -.01 1 .962

Raters .032 1 2.163 .70

Subjects x Topics .029 25 .430

Subjects x Raters .026 25 .423

Topi .'s x Raters .004 1 .471

Subjects x Topics x Raters .371
1

25 .371

Expository Scale: Organization

Source Eve DF MS

Subjects
Topics
Raters
Subjects x Topics
Subjects x Raters
Topics x Raters

......

Subjects x Topics x Raters

.217

-.004
.017

.100

.086

-.004
.253

25
0 1.

1

(25
25
1

25

1.493
.154

3.846
.454

.426

.154

.254

1'14

67

C-1
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(Continued)

1:4

Expository Scale: Sup ort I

Source E02

Subjects
Topics
Raters
Subjects x Topics
Subjects x Raters

". Topics x Raters s1/
Subjects x Top' s.x Raters

.538

.231

.039

.171

.057

-.009
.250

V

DF MS

25 .727

1 .471

1 2.163 '.85 0

25 .591 41

25 \.363

1 .961

25 .250

Expository Scale':.Jlech,,nics

Source E02 DF MS

Subjects
)dpics
'Raters

o) Subjects x Topics i

--Subjects x Raters
Topics x Raters
Subjects x Topics x Rater

.268

-:002
.166

.041

-.012-

-.011
.318

25

, 1

1

e..

,).> -

25
1

25

1.446
0

8.653
.406
.294
.038
.318
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APPENDtX 1:
.

.f

Data for Estimating Generalizability Coefficients; -tudy A

: Raters X & Y

Expository Scale: 'General Impreision,

Source Euz DF MS G

Subjects .033 13

'Topics .010 1 ,

Raters ..0;1 . 1

Subjects x Topics .115 13

Subjects x Raters .120. -,-- 13

Topics x Raters -.014 1

Subjects x Topics x Raters 13

.8154

3.02
.875

.440

.452

7.018
.210

'

,..

-22

Pd-

1
,f ..

Expository Scale: Focus
a

Source Etg2 DF MS G

.110 13Subjects . .946

Topics .099 1
,

3.02

Raters a .005 1 r.161 .60

Subjects x Topics .115 13 '-.518

Subjects x Raters -.005 13 .276

Topics x Raters / -.019 1 .018

Subjects x Topics x Raters .287 13 .287

Expository Scale: Organization

Source Eat DF MS G

Subjects
. .129 13 1.374

Topics .055 1 2.160

Raters .049 1 1.446 .61

Subjects x Topics .302 13 .815

Subjects x Raters .022 13 ..254

Topics x Raters -.014 - -.018

Subjects x Topics x Raters .210





//

(Continued)

Raters X &Y

Expository Scale: Support.

Source Ea2 DF MS

Subjects .159 13 1.153
Topics ' .000 1 .286
Raters -.549 1 .071 ,68
Subjects x Topics .107 13 .362
Subjects x Raters .007 13 .302
Topics x Raters -.005 1 .071
Subjects x Topics x Raters .148 13' .148

Expository Scale: Mechanics

Source Eve OF MS G

Subjects .164 13 1.133
1 1.446

'1 .161 .57
13 .254
13 .430
1 .018

13 .210

Topics
i.Raters

1

Subjects x Topici 0
Subjects' x Raters

Topics x Rater
Subjects x Topics x Rater; '

-.049

-.003
-.022

.110

-.014.
.210

C-4
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APPENDIX D
Study s

Statistics for Calculating General' ability Coefficients:

.Raiers r, 2, 3, 4

11, General Impression

Source Estimates of Degrees. of Mean
Variance .Components Freedom Square

:Subject .71-2. 42 3.171.

Rater .002
. 3 .411

:Subject/ .

Rater .324 126 .324

.897

'Source Estimates of

a.85

Focus

Degrees of Mean
Variance Conroonents Freedom Square

Subject .173 42 ..908 .763

3.Rate -.002 .145

:Subject/
Rater .217 126 .217

A

a.74

Organization

Source Estimates of Degrees of Mean
Variance Components Freedom Square

r

'Subject .306 42 1.405 .866

Rater 3 .504

Subject/
Rater .182

`).

-126 .182

a..85

D -1 98
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SuFirgrt

'Source Estimates of Degrees of Mean
Variance -Canponents Freedan . .S4uare

Subject

'Rater

'Subject/

Rater

.189 42 1.061 .673

.064 3 3.062

:304 126, .304

Mechanics

a .72

Source Estimates of Degrees of
Variance Components Freedom Scr-Lre

Subject .248 62 1.226

.Rater ..007 3 .533

Subject/
Rater .235 126 .235

.804

'\

D-2
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VALihttY

,

the concept of validity has long been one of the most fundamental

concepts in educational and psychological measurement. Much has been

written about the vatitAis types of Validity and the process of validation.

Yet,, within the context of criterion- referenced measurements validity has

reeived relatively little attention. Certainly it has not received the

amount of attention that has been given to various other topics tuch as

reliability; determination of test lengths and questions of thE need for

variability%

1 The relative lack of attention to issues of validity for criterion-

referenced tests May be largely attributed to a view that of the three

types.Of validity discussed in the Standards for educational and Psycho=

)plicallieasuremeot (APA, 1974) only content validity it-particularly

relevant to criterion-refereneeOneasures. The key steps in content

-validation are first the definition of domain and, seconds the demonstra-

tion that the measure adequately represents the domain (Linn; 1977). If

the preceding is correct, then it is hardly surprising that validity has

not been the topic of hot debate in a criterion-referenced context that

it has been in other measurement contexts.

The great emphasis that has been placed on domain definition does

much to solve the problem of content validation. Where the domain is

sufficiently well defined, random sampling of items can provide a means

of achieving representativeness. This* is certainly a much stronger basis

for making inferences about a content domain than is provided by traditional

test construction procedures. Thus, issues of validity ind'y have seemed

less salient for criterion-referenced measures because, when based on

adequate definition and sampling, the type of validity of primary concern



it attlited.

Of tOurte5 the ideals of a completely defined domain and construction

Of measures by random sampling are rarely even approximated in practice.

Evert COntent validity will uften be problematic, 4rthermA; it is our

contention that; like othermeasuces, criterion-referenced measures are

subject to many interpretations and uses. The various interpretations and

Uses require the consideration of a much wider range of evidence than would

ordinarily be considered under the heading of content validity. Thus, we

shall argue that validity is a topic worthy of much more consideration than

it has received in most discussions of criterion-referenced measurement.

'types of Validity:

The validity of d test is often- defined as the degree to which it

measures what it is Supposed to measure.. A broader and more useful conception;

however, is that questions of validity are questions of the soundness of inter-

pretations of a measure (Cronbach, 1971; APA, 1974). Validation is best

conceived of as a process rather than an end product. It is the process

of marshalling evidence to support interpretations. Measurement results

can have many interpretations which differ in their validity and in the

type of evidence required for the validation process.

There are a variety of types of questions of validity which require

different types of validation, e.g. criterion-related, content and construct.

It is convenient to distinguish different types of validation. Certainly,

ninny labels and category systems have been offered by various authors who

have written about validity. It is worth noting, however, that "these

aspects of validity can be discussed independently, but only for convenience.

They are interrelated operationally,,and logically; only rarely is one

of them alone important in a particular situation" (APA, 1974).



the Variety of ValidatiOn Heeds for Criterion-keferenced Measures

Millman (iM) described Validity in term§ of the "accuracy tit

inferences made from test twee (p. 3&O). Ihit position is YenOtallY

cohsonent with the one tta/ed above. While recognizing a variety bf types

of inferences requiring different validation processes, Millman argued

that the most appropriate inference fora domain,referenced test toeterns

the status of an individual relative to a well defined domain. tor this

inference, the logical analysis of the domain' definition and procedures

for generating items are of primary concern. That it, 'content validation

it the primary issue, Hambletoni Swaminathan, Algina and Coulson (1970

stated a similar position.'lhey acknowledged that ,other types of validity

are appropriate to study, but claimed that content validity 4s the "center

of validation concerns" for a domain-referenced [here' criterion-

referended) test,

We do not quarrel with the emphasis placed on content validity by

Millman and by Hambleton, et al. Indeed, we think that one of the main

advantages offered by criterion-referenced measurement is that it provides

a much firmer basis for content validation than has been available with

traditional psychometric approaches to constructing achievement tests,

Content validity is a necessary consideration for criterion-referenced

measures. It Is our contention, however, that it is rarely sufficient.

This is so, because ebrely, if ever, are inferences restricted to the type

that are adequately supported by content validity alone.

With a well defined domain and random sampling of items from that

domain there is a firm basis for supporting an inference that a person

can satisfactorily perform at least x percent of the tasks in that domain.

This is the type of inference that is supported by content validity. It

is a natural consequenco of the adequacy of the domain definition and of item

7
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of their scores. Those ad4ltfonol ifttorpretetioet and' Ise requite mote

than Coetent validity alrof

When 8 pereoreis laheIed a °molter" tert4ift expeetatieee usually

accompany that lab 1. The student' whO has mageted Ortalo tjpes, of

addition problems mey be expected to be °ready° to Teem eutittattion.

Mattety of one 0111 may be expected to be a prerequisite for mettetleg

another skill, Evidenee of the sOun4hPS5 of expettetiens such as these

it needed. The process of marshalling the evidente for the towing 5 of

the expectations it construct validation Wonbaeh, 1501; Heesiek, lony.

Even where constructs are not invoked more that, content validity will
ee

usually be needed. The decision to have students with scores on a test

below some specified level repeat an instructional' segment rather than go

on to a new one is based on an implicit prediction that the student will,

at least, learn the content of the segment to be repeated better by redoing

it than by moving on. It may also be based on an implicit prediction that

he or she would do more poorly on the next segment, of instruction if allowed

to move on to it be -fore repeating the earlier segment than would otherwise

be the case. Evidence of criterion-related validity is needed to support

these predictions.

We have argued that all three of the traditionally recobnized type, of

validity are relevant to criterion-referenced measurement just as they are

to other types of measurement. It does not follow from this position, how-
/

ever, that the traditional validation procedures/will be the most appropriate
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COmmooly encovntAted w;t4 Wrion-referenr.e4 mom-wet. Ya%tilec and boxiex

luggetted that a h ld it mw appropriate in 4 e.eite6V- efeeer!ed

context than ft the traditional squared-error lost.

The need for different typ of stati r for nontraditio4

procedioes foe olivAlAl the needed data do not reloire differert corr,eptl,

of validation. They merely reprelent different details of implifentation

within a to tmen conoptual framework, A few ccnophts fegar ding th0 1

Implimentation requirements for validation of criterior9-referente4 1,eao,,re-

merit Ma/ be useful, however. These' are offered below under the three traditional

headings of content lteri -related, and construct validity.

COnte.:91_111aty'l

Dope n definitfo

Although content validity is formally recognized el; one

three main types of validity (APAy 1974) few would consider it

stand on an equal footing with the other two types of validity In terms

of the rigor of the evidence that is usually provided to support a

claim of validity. Indeed some well known test theorists have argued that

what traditionally goes under the heading of content validity shouidn

even be called validity. For example, Messick (197) suggested that

464
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gulon

to.lteet rwskloottat!',

44, cnel ()754),

06(414 call ft </W.ert ro,.)Wilty

p. 2) ,

VW) o1ear3y Itabv; a p-intAr (if reason'. a 'Arta.
ttol abo=rt colitest validity. Primary amr,e5 tmle (*1

'fusion that 'judgements c',1 cor!tent validity have teen vie,

glibly and easily reacted in atzeptfn2 ;fists that overei e wiuld rears

bof dteiro.d acceptable (1977, p. 3). Cesplte hiy .eseroatIonl

armed that the ideas contained urV,aer the notivn of content It ,14
are extremely f s%portart.

Far V* acceptance of' a sleasiure rn t ter,

6Fifon proposed set of five prinimal cone; These cord;ticr-;

are:

t content fr= ,rust Irsolve oehailor a seri-

eralfy accepted mean ng p. 6)

that the definition of the drAra urambiguOul,

that the domain must be relevant to the purposes of he

measurernt,

4. that qualified judges mu,t agree that the domain has begl,

adequately sampled' (p. 7), and

that the measure must have reliabil ty.

The above list is useful. But, it invorves considerations tNt

go beyond what we would include under the beading of contenV validity.

We will argue that content, validity is derived from sT. two consider-

a ons: domain definition and representativeness. Otis disarreement with

on pay be more one of semantics than sOstance however. Issues on

meaning' and "relevance" imply inferences that go beyond e ju,ti-

10
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Support "the acceptance of a measure' for any but at

vat di ty 4154e. They Sri On c

ire other forte of validity evidence. As

t o i i,y fs necessary but not sufficient

WAS, of Used and inferences.

The key to content validation 4 the definition ff the do In of interest..

y, the definitioe stfould include a description of every detail of the

ofea;vreirtent procedure that night have an influence on the res-Jlts. The ideal

Ganz never be fully achigved ff.; practice, but improvements over common practice

anid certainly be trade.

Consider, for example, the serations of student teachers in a class

room setting. There 'IS an almost 'limitless It of potentially %portant

ditails that might have an influence on the results of the o6iervation

procedures. There are the physical conditions of the 1f-tuationfe.g., irsildi

lighting, room rize -'furniture arrangement, etc.) There are misideratiorisk



of tieing day of week, part of the semef.ter). Toore

are the students and other persons in the roan to be- considered (e.g. numbe

age, sex, etc.).- The topic of -the lesson, the amount of previous contact of

the student teacher with the students, the obtrusiveness of the okaevers

and the characteristics of the observerS all require attention. The list

could go on and on. The description can rever be complete. Judgment 45 always

required in determining what is most deserving of attention, I.e., those

aspects of the measurement procedure that are most crrclal to the results of

the measurement.

Certain aspects of the procedure will be controlled. For example,

the observation of student teachers, the content of the lesson, the number of

students and the length of time available for the lesson, among a number of

other conditions, might be fiT,ed for everyone. All the possible variations

of other conditions not fixed by the definition e.g., observers physical

location, et.c, constitute what Cronbach et al. (1972) refer to as the

universe of admissible observations.'

It is probably more common in discussion., of content validity to

speak in terms of a "performance domain" (e.g., APA, 1974) rather than a

universe of admissible observations. The latter label, though longer and

mar.: clumsy to use all the time, haS the advantage of calling attention to

the idea that any characteristic of the measurement procedure Nhich is not

controlled' in the definition, could be varied and the- observati6n would still

be admissible. ,For example, the domain of all addition problems involving

two single digit positive numbers appears fairly clear and specific. Such.

a definition, however, wpuld include as admissible observations Oral as well

As written presentation, base eight as well as base ten nuAers,.speeded as

well as unspeeded presentations, multiple-choice as well as constructed

resixase formats, and many other variations. The wii'verse of admissible

12



obseriations calls attentien to the limits and possible vagueness of the
.

.

definition of the mea surement procedure Viet may go unattended in the

description of a performance domain. T

Domain Representativeness

.,
.

, .

As noted above,'dlefinition of the universe of admissible observations
_

0. is the first of two cruaat steps in content validation. The second step

.

requires a'demonstratioh-that the observations yield results'that are

representative of that universe : = Where the universe is sufficiently-well.

. . deftniC-fipreseltativeness may 'te'''pursued by a formal sampling,proiess.i.
Random or stratified random sampling has great advantages of objectivity

and enables one to calculate unbiased esEimates of population parameters.

4

FOr wimple, if test items are. randomly sampled from a universe of items,
.

the proportion of items correct in the sample'oritems administered to an

individual is, an unbiased; maximum likelihood estimate of the'number of items,

'in the universe that the individual could'answer correctly (yarris, Pearlman

,

& Wilcox' in press). Furthermore, it does-hot depend on who else was tested,

either as an estimate or for interpretation.

Defining universes such that random' temples of items or other types of

-.

Observations can be selected has great advantages out is seldom accomplished.
.

Some have argued that it doesn't-even approximate reality and that it is mis-

leading tolusima-sampling model (e.g., Loevinger, 1965). At least for some

l unit d examples, however, domains have been, defined such that sampling is

, .

possible. The ork of Bormuth (1968, '1970) andof !lively and his associates

,s4, (elg Hively, attersoit I's Page, f96B) provide some important examples. Some

-' of the
.

potential advantages of this type of approach in the area .of achievement

'testing have been discussed by Shoe aker:(19 5).
0/

lip service is, often given to.the requfrementsdefinition.

It'le"fundamental to any approach that is,concerned'iiitfi urepresenatf ' or

13
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*

accepted as desirable (See for examplo4. ',13 of the APA Standards for

`Educational_ and Psychological Tests, 19741, liinfortunatelY, satisfactory

definitions are the exception-rather thinAhe rule:

There are lot of reasons that our measures lack the sort of rigorous

definitions and the Sampling processes, that are required. For many content

areas, the liroblem is a very difficult one, certainly more difficult than

the area, of simple arithmetic problems which has become the overused example.

It is also the case that test publishers have relied too heavily on a totally

different approach to achieving meaning. Norms rather than content definition

areiused to provide meaning.

ex)Stance of normsas a:basis

can Ile normed. Rather it is

Note that it is not, as some have 'implied, the

of comparison that is the problem. Any test

the relianee on norms as the sole bails of

interpretation-that is the culprit.

the need for content interpretations,of achievement tests has been

recognized for along time. Ebel (1962) argued forcefully for content inter-

,

pretations and provided an example;#here the universe and sampling procedures

were defined with such rigor that it made no difference whether he or his

secretary constructed the test. 'Ebel concluded that "a test produced by

objectively defined processes may be less efficient, or lack some.kinds of

excellence which a creatively artistic test construction might achieve, but

the increase in objective'meaningfulness and reproducibility could more than

,offset` the cost" (1962, p. 22).

Applying the princ'ples of universe definition and sampling to measures

.

such as observations of teacher behavior, or ratings of student art projects

is substantially more.complicated than applications with spelling or ai:ith-

metic tests. The necessity of doing so, however, is just as great if we are

to achieve the sort of'"objeefive meaningfulness and reproducibility" described

"by Ebel. For measures, such as teacher observations, the universe of admissible
w

!
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such a measure could be assessed by duplicate-construction experiment. Two

independen. teams would use the same definition of the universe of admissible

observations to construct the measures. The results of applications of the

two independently constructed measures would then be compared. The ideal out -

re would be that the results of the two measures were always equivalent

except for sampling errors. The content validity of the measure would then

be assessed in terms of the degree to which this ideal is approximated.

Why Call It Validite

After describing what we consider to be the two essential aspects of

content validity we must return to a nagging concern raised.in the begin-

ning of this section. What we have argued for might, as Ebel (1975a)

suggested, better be called "content reliability ". There is aclose

correspondence between the notions of generalizability theory and those

of content validity as we have espoused them. kela-v-eretained the label
,..,.-.-_--.fi--

orcontent,lialidity for two.reasons.

First, the conotatton of reliability is generally narrower thanA

what we think should be included under considerations of content validity.

As commonly thought of, reliabirlty need not involve the careful attention

-to unambiguous definition and sample representativeness. The common pro-

cedures for estimating various types of reliability, (e.g. internal consistency,

parallel forms reliability, or test-retest reliability) can be applied with

little concern for the clear definition of the limits of the domain or for

luestiOns of representativeness.

Our second reason for preferring to retain the content validity label

is that it makes the tie among the three types of validity more apparent.

Content' validity can seldom stand alone. On the.other hand, it is a
Mor.
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observations may be defined in terms of several independent characteristics,

which Cronbach, at al. (1972) rerer-tp as facets. For examole, one facet

might be observers. A'population of potential observers would need to be

defined from which random samples could be selected. Other facets might be

lntasions, subject matter of lesson, and items on which observers make observe-
,

tions. In practice, it may seldom be possible to actually draw random samples

of observations- representing each facet. For example, location and scheduling

may make some compromise necessary in the assignment of observers. Does this

mean that the notions of universe definition and sampling have no place in the

discussion? We think not. As noted by Cronbach:

"...it.is customary to apply statistics derived from a random

sampling model to groups of persons:who were not tinily drawn at

random and are only loosely repre'entative of the population of
//

persons to which the investigat Ion generalizes. Sometimes the

mismatch between model and reality is serious, sometimes not,

but the problem is.not peculiar to content sampling" (1971,

p. 455).

Cornfield and Tukey's'(1956) famous analogy between a bridge with two spans

and statistical and substantive aspects of data interpretation is apropos

here. The' statistical span of the bridge goes from one shore to an island

and the substantive span from the island to the other shore. They argue that

-where the substantive ,span is weak, it may be better

/

o have that span of

the bridge short while stretching the statistical '00.

The absence of the ability to randomly sample/from a domain does not

preclude the possibility of studying 4eneralizabil?y. Cronbai.n (1971)

suggested a procedure that would provide a check of the content validity of I

a measure where components of the measure were selected judgmentally rather

than by a set of sampling rules. He suggested that the content validity of

16



necessary accompaniment to the other types of validity. For-examplgtontent

validity of a test may be giien little consideration in a traditional cri-

terion-related validity study but may the central basis for the acceptance of

the criterion measure. To do otherwise could lead to the need for a criterion

against which the first criterion '-f could be
validated and the continued application of that logic only leads to an

infinite regress-{Guion, 1977, p.8).

Criterion-Related Validity

Criterion-referenced tests are often used to.make short term instructional

decisions.* Commonly a dichotomy is formed and people scoring below some

specified level are given some form of remediation while those above the cut

off move on to a new set of,instructional materials. :Asiareviously noted,.

use of scores for decisions such as this involves implicit predictions. For

example, it is assumed that those selected to move on will do, better on the

new material than those assigned.to some form of remediation. Other implicit

predictions are that students given remedial work will perform better on the

test the second time around and will do better on the next segment of

instruction after remediation than they would have done without it.

The implicit predictions such as the above can sometimes be supported

by empirical evidence. The performance of students beforerand after remediation

can be compared. Experiments could be conducted where some students below

the cutoff sccre on a test are randomly selected to receive remediation while

the_pt4ers move on to new,material. The, performance of the two groups at a

subsequent time could then be compared. The results of such studies would

provide evidence of criterion4eTated validity, albeit not necessari'y summar-

,,

mized in ter s of a traditional "validity coefficient."

Hambleton and Novick (1973) suggested that the proportion of times

17



persons above the "qualifying score" on a criterion-referenced test also are

above the qualifying score on a "new test" provides an indication of validity.

The new test "...might well be derived from performance on the next unit of

instruction, orit could be a job-related performance criterion" (Hambleton

& Novick, 1972, p. 168). This position is in close harmony with traditional

psychometric notions of criterion-related validity. The only differences are

-in the metric of the scores and the type of summary statistic used. As argued
t.

by,Hambleton and Novick, a dichotomous score metric is more consistent with

some uses of criterion-referenced tests than is the more finely gradated

number right score and the proportion of agreement is a more useful statistic

for the resulting binary variables than is a product-moment correlation.

Construct Validity

Construct validity has been a controversial topic even.in the realm

of psychological measurement,where it was originated. Its Pole in educational

measurement has been even more dubious. "Construct validity is not usually

sought for educational tests, because they are typically thought to be valid-'

on other grounds, namely, on the grounds of content validity" (Messick, 1975,

p. 959). This is particularily true of criterion-referenced measures.

Operationardefinitions are thought of as the key for criterion-referenced

.tests and no need is seen to invoke, constructs,in the interpretation of

performance (e.g. Osburn, 1968; Harris, Peallman, & Wilson, in press). But,

interpretations of scores on criterion-referenced tests that go beyond opera-
.

tional definitions are commonly made. Competency-based educational programs,

for example, rely heavily on criterion-referenced measurement. Yet the very

word "competency" implies a construct. Even in very simple contexts the claim

of competence or'incompetence involves an inference. The claim may be based

on a set of well-defined procedures to measure the performance of an individual,



but poor performance does not necessarily imply incompetence.

"The inference of inability or incompetence from the absence
of correct performance requires the elimination of a number
of plausible rival hypotheses dealing with motivation, atten-
tion, deafness, and so forth. Thus, a report of failure to
perform would be valid, but one of inability to perform would
not necessarily be valid. The very use of the term inability
invokes constructs of attributes and process, whereas a
content-valid interpretation would stick to the outcomes"'
(Messick, 1975, p. 960).

nferences about competencies need to be supported by the process of

construc validation. The need for construct validation is avoided only by

avoiding !he inferences. In some circumstances such inferences may be

avoided altogether, but we think more often than not some inferepc s will

be desired and'construct validation will be calledqor.\

It,is not possible to provide a simple prescriptio for establishing

construct validity. It is better thought of as a continuin rocess of

marshalling evidence to support or refute inferences and i terpretations of

test results (Cronbach, 1971; Messick, 1975). The proces involves logical

analysis as well as a wide variety of possible empirica //studies, including

* /

for example studies of the effects' of experimental int rventions.

Tie process\of construct validation has been /described most thoroughly

in Cronbach's 1971 chapter in Educational Meaiuremelt. He illustrated many

procedures but noted that ",..the procedtires canno be cateloged exhaustively

and no guide can tell just how to meet the requir ment of hard - headed reasoning

from data to conclusions" (p. 4d ). The emphasis, however, is on a purposeful.

approach starting "...with a reas ndhly definite statement of the proposed

interpretation" (p. 483). Data w ich can suppo t or refute the interpretation
. c

I

are callectedand the results are used in the r flnement of the interpretation.
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Instructional theory is far from the stage of providing the type of

elaborated nomological net that Cronbach has described. Construct vali-

dity cannot be "established" by merely plugging a test into the network

and checking on the predictions. The process is both more difficult and

less clearly defined than that. On the other hand, it is only through the

doing that.a network can be developed and refined. In this sense the pro-

cess of construct validation is just as central to the development of theory

as the theory is to-the validation of the measures. It is a long term

iterative process.
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SETTING STANDARDS

Performance standards play a very important and pervasive role in

many of the conceptualizations and applications of criterion-referenced

measurement. They are fundamental to the frequently cited definition of a

criterion-referenced measure provided by Glaser and Hitko (1971). They

defined a criteriori-referenced test as "...one that is deliberately con-

structed to yield measurements that are directly interpretable in terms of

specified performance standards" (p. 653). Classification of people as-

masters or non-masters with regard to a specific domain obviously implies

a standard; so does the application of criterion-referenced measures in

competency-based programs.

4

The prominence of standards in applications of criterion-referenced

measurement has increased along with the emphasis on competency-based

education; and 'with demands for accountability and for minimum

standards for high school graduation. Glass (1976) has shown how

the meaning of criterion- referenced measurement has shifted from the time

Glaser (1963) originally introduced the term. As noted by Glass, the

emphasis in Glaser's original discussion was on determining what an

individual can do along a carefully defined and very specific performance

continuum. Over the years, hoilever,"the emphasis has shifted so that

"... the term is now taken to mean tests that relate perfononce to absolute

standards, rather than*to the performance of others" (Shepard, 1977, p. 3).

Although of fundamental importance, the problem orsetting standards'

has received considerably less systematic attention than other problems

such as reliability estimation, determination of test length, or proce-
1, le

.

dures for generating items. This relative lack of attention is unfortun-

ate because a set standard is often the foundation on which an application

4
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Many of the statistical and psychometric formulations which are dis-

cussed in other sections of this paper, depend on the acceptance of a

standard. If the standard lacks adequate justication the techniques will

be of little, if anj, value.' Glass (1976)put it more strongly. He sug-

gested that the statistical and psychmetric treatments of problems of cri-

terion-referenced measurement represent "...misdirected precision and axio-

matization" (p. 36). The prior issues involve the setting and justification

of the standard. .

The problem of standards is, not unique to criterion-referenced

measurement. There were standards for-graduation or for passing from one

grade to.the-next long before the notion of criterion - referenced measurement

was introduced. A standard is implicit, albeit somewhat fuzzier, when children

in given schools are reported to be performing a year below grade level. Thus,

criterion-referenced measurement did not introduce performance standards to

education but it did make them more explicit and has reinforced a tendency to

form dichtoiniei such as master-Don-master, competent-incompetent, or pass-fail.

The creation of sharp dichotomies is seen by some as a negative at-

tribute of the criterion-referenced measurement movement: Certainly, if

set capriciously, standards are apt to detract from the potentiaT'advantages

associated with other aspects of criterion-referenced measurement. The

National EduCation Association's Guidelines and Cautions for Considering

Criterion-Referenced Testing (1975) caution that "'Minimal comptency' or

'mastery' cut -off points should be viewed _with some suspicion" (p. 11).

In the discussion of this caution it is argued that "...the setting of

such standards is'extremely arbitrary." (NEA, 1975, p. 11). The concern that

standards are often arbitrary and apt to he a negative aspect of criterion-

referenced measurement was well-articulated by Dyer (1977) who wrote:

22
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"Now there is a new term, crater
all lovers of new jargon proudly hafTii the great
mitigating the ego threat caomonly attributed to odious comparison
inherent in norm-referenced testing. ...It seems to me rather !rank
that when the notiori-6,75Fins first found its way into the vocabu-
lary of testing, it represented ani'Atempt to- get away from the
odium of the pass-fail criterion. Norms, properly cf,nsidered were
to be neutral indicators of relative potition; they were to say
nothing whatever about passing or failing, winning or losing. Yet
the naion of passing or failing is precisely the one that, in a
painfully refined and exaserated form, the idea of criterion-
:referenced testing has brought back to the language of measurement.
Just last month, one of our local papers was reporting the percen-
tage of "passes" that each of various school districts had achieved
on the reading tests administered in New Jersey this year. And in
this case the criterion is the familiar old fashioned one of getting
right answers on 65 per cent of the items." (p. 18-19).

ion-referenced testina, which
w device for

ye desperately need to do better than arbitrarily setting a standard at

65 per cent or 80 percent for no better reason than habit. Investigations

of various meihods-of setting standards and. of their effects are needed.

This is largely unexplored territory. Some recent work (e.g., Block, 1972;

Nuynh, 1976b; Meskaukas, 1976; Millman, 1973; Jaeger, 1976; Shepard, )976)

may provide some guidance on how to proceed. But, there are flaws, in all of

the approaches that have been suggested (see, for example, Burton, 1976;

Glass, 1976).

Judgmental Nature of Standard Setting

The-above introductory comments are not intended to imply that stan-

dards are always set without thought or effort. Nor, are they meant to

imply an absence of suggested procedures for establishing standards. Pro-

:

cedures have been suggested and there are examples where great care and

effort has gone into tht establishment of standards. Unfortunately such

cases are the exception rather than the rule and even the best examples

have some arbitrariness.

Mikan (1973) reviewed a variety of procedures for setting standards

and classified them according to whether they were dependent on (1) a com-

parison to the "performance of others," (2) an analysis of "item content,"

23
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(3) an evaluation of their 'educational consequences (4) an evaluation

of their 'psychological and educational colts," and/or (5) adjustments for

"errors due to guessing and item sampling." More recently,, Glass (1976),

suggested a system of six categories, five of.which roughly correspond

to Millman's,' The additional category involves a procesS of "bootstrapping

on other criterion scores". These categories_are not mutually exclusive

and hybrid procedures cutting across categories can be imagined. Regardless

of category or category system, all the procedures share one important

feature. They all lnvolve,judgment. They differ in terme of the

sources of information and the type and extent, if any, of empirical evidence

that is needed in order to make the judgment. But, "Hone of the procedures

eliminates the need for judgment." (Millman, 1973, p. 206).

The pre-eminence of human judgement in standard setting is wi01Y

acknowledged. for instance, Messick (1975) claimed that "...all procedures

for establishing performance standards require judgment at some point"

(p. 957) and according to Jaeger (1976):

"All standard-setting is judgmental. Ro amount of data collec-
tion:data analysis, and model building can replace the ultimate
judgmental act of deciding which performances or which levels of
performance are meritorious or acceptable and which are unacceptable
or inadequate." (p. 22).

This does not imply that empirical data are irrelevant to the process. On

the contrary, they may belof great value in facilitating judgmeni, making,

"...but they cannot be

/

used to ferret out standards as if they existed

independently of human opinions and values" (Shepard, 1976, p. 29). Thus,

the procedures that are briefly described below are best considered as aids

to judgment and not substitutes for it. Methods for making the judgmental

process more systematic and for evaluating the process are also needed.
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!toes of Models

Ileskaukas (1976) distinguished between two broad classes of mastery

models which he refers to as "continuum models" and estate models." In

continuum model, performance levels are conceived of as varying along a
,

continuum, but the contiftum is dichotomized into two regions Persons in

the upper region are referred to as masters and those in the lower region

as.non-masters. The dichotomization is considered useful, or essential,

for certain educational decisions. There is no "natural" or obviously

preferred way of forming a dichotomy when-it is recognized that the per-
= *

formance of interest varies along a continuum, however.

In a "state model," Yearning is conceptualized in an all-or-none

fashion. Students are either masters and therefore can perform the task,

or they are not masters and cannot perform it. They either know the

answers to all the items in the content domain or they don't know any of them. --

In state models, the setting of standards is natural. The measure-

ment task is simply to provide the means of deciding which of .two states.a

person is in at a particular point in time. In a continuum model, on the

other hand, the task is two-fold. First, one must decide how to dichotomize

the continuum, then the measure must be used to decide-in which region of

the continuum the person belongs.

Meskaukas (1976) reviews procedures for setting cutting scores on
A

tests and obtaining mastery decision rules for the two types of models.

Our main concern will be with procedures for continuum models. There are

two reasons for this focus: (1) only continual models require both the

judgmental task of setting a standard as well a'S the procedural task of

specifying the decision rules, and (2) it is our contention that relatively

25.



few areas of achievement that are brnad enough to correspond to important

content domains are truely all-or-none tasks. Meskaukas'argued that

*... a great deal of what is learned, particularly in situations wt4re

errorless replication is required, follows...fthe state] model" (1976,

p. 155). But errorless replication is only one half of the coin. A state

model would also require that the only other possibility would be consis-

tently replicated errors. At .least while learning a contenedomain, some

intermediate outcomes are usually possible. In some situations, arguments

for a state model may actually be arguments that the mastery region should

contain only perfect performance.

If the domain consists of a single additdon prOblem, say 2 4-'2, then

a state model is most appealing. If the domain is expand40 to include the 1

addition of all possible pairs of ork-digit numbers, however, knowing all

the answers or knowing none of them are ,no longer the only logical

possibilities. 'de concur Frith Pillman's (1974) conclusion.that "because'

these models assume tharpartial knowledge or skill does not exist, they

are considered unrealistic...." (P. 355).

It hit been suggested that domains should besubdivided to the point

that the items they contain are so homogeneous that a state model is

reasonable (Macready & Merwin, 1973; Macready & Dayton,1977), If this is

done, then setting the criterion.level is no longer an issue, and the

problem then is reduced to assessing the probability that a person is a

master and models for doing :this have been developtd'by Hacready and

Dayton. .The extent to which a state modal can provide a useful approxima-

tion for domains that are not too narrow to be of interest is somewhat,

problematic, however.

4
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Procedures :

Item -Content

Domain specification and/or item content may be ;the primary, source of
. _

information used in Judging the, level at which to set standards. = The formal

: procedures reviewed'by,Millman (1973) for using item content to set Stan- .-

. -,-.
dardsAnvolve the analysis of the individual items-on a specific. test. These

i' ' - .. .

. .

APproaches ignore:the issue of setting a standard for the domain and move

directing to setting a *sing score for the specific sample of items that

comprise the.test.

k The distinction that is. made in discussions of test length (see below)

'between "criterion level" and "passing score" are often obscured in the actual

setting of standards. :Criterion level refers to tie minimum proportion, ire,

of all items in the domain that are required for a person to be a "master",

"acceptable ", or "competent ". The passing score, no, on the otfier.hand, is.
4

the score' on a particular test that is required to be classified as a master.

:, Since the items on the test do no exhabst the domain, classification errors
: ..

. wilt be made regardless of the type of correspondence between the.pa
.

score and the criterion level. Frequently the distinction between the cri-

teri.7n level and the passing'score is ignored. Procedure; ire used to esta--

blish no and the we is implicitly assumed to be equal
o

to n divided- by the total
.

nuMber Of items' on the test, ft. The two are conceptually distinct, however,r
.

and it is not necessarily
desirable to set no equal to ri times

Ideally,,, standard setting procedures ,would be used to estibli4h wo and

thenno would be determined in view, not only of /(0, but also of the dis-

utility associAed with false-positive and false-negative errors. None of

the item content procedures reviewed by Millman do this. Instead, no is set

diiectly by- reviewing the items on a test and in one form or another, de-
.

ciding the number of items that a "minimally acceptable person." should get
,

right. The approaches, vary in detail (see Millman, 1973 for

27.
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more description) and may involve a direct estimate of no (e.g., Science

Research Associates1:1966) or indirect estimates of n
o
by summing estimates

of ".....the proport4i of minimally acceptable persons who Would answer

each item correctly" (Angoff, 1971, p. 515). Some would combine judgments

of item'importance.and expected proportion of.minimally Qualified persons

.

passing each item (e.g Ebel, 1974; Educational Testing Service, 10.6)

. Yet another approach0e,delsky, 1954) involves the elimination of districtors,

that the minimally qualyied person should be able to eliminate.

The role of judgment is obvious in all these methods. More needs to

be known about the tenitfvity of the. results Of these methods to the nature

and variety of audienc4 involved in the judgments, to the nature and train-

ing for, the task, and to the availability and nature of empirical d on

:the performance of various grOups. Evidence regarding the inter- and

i
7 a

intrajudge consistency is also to bedesired.

The different procedures can be expected to yield different standards.

(Andrews & Hecht, 1976; Glass, 1976). Such differences.reveal that there

is an arbitrariness to he standards that may resuli from a given procedure.

Furthermore, the very notion of "minimal competence, on which the procedures .

depend, is questiohable. After a consideration. of the logical and psychological

bases for the concept of minimal competence, Glass concluded that "the idea

of Minimal competence is bad logic and even worse psychology" (1976, p.32).

For any non-trivally low "inimum" required for some other activity exception..

can surely be found. Such exceptions violate the logical basis for the label

"minium". .

Educaticseumes
-

, /

the-iaiiiional Consequences of setting standards at various levels ;

may be used in place of or in addition to,,item content to set standardi

(Millman, 1973):-lor example, in a mastery based instructional program,

the effect .on learning in subsequent units. of the program could be used

as the primary,basis for determining desired passing score. If

±11 *41' ..1=5 '44 41.



experience shows that students with scores on a unit test of less than 85

percent have undue difficulty while those with higher scores generally/ 1
A

progress well in the next unit, then 85 Percent vidul be selected as the

passing score.

Empirically investigating the educational consequences of various

possible passirig scores is a non-trivial task; one which has rarely been

attempted. Block's (1972) investigation is relatively unique in-this

-regard, He compared the subsequent Pirformanceof randomly formed groups

of students that were required to meet various,performance levels on a
,--

test of"matrix algebra before moving to the next segment of instruction.

The "best" tutting score was found to vary depending on the emphasis that

was placed on cognitive or affective criteria in the instructional segments

following the matrix algebra test. Judgement is required to:determine

the way in which to weigh the criteria. Indeed, judgement is required

to decide what criteria should be considered. There is bound to-be some

arbitiariness in these judgements. I

Huynh 41976b) has developed a mathematical model that provides a way

of setting the standard in terms of-future performance on what he calls a

referral task. The probability of success *on-t-he referral_task, the dis-

tribution of true phiportion correct, the loss associated with a false

positive decision, and the loss associated with a false negative decision

are all used in the determination of the optimal criterion level, if one

exists. The optimal criterion level is in turn used to solve for the cutting

score on the test.

Huynh's model provides a useful conceptualization. But, it is apt. to

prove very demanding in practice. Setting the loss associated with each

type of error requires the completion of a difficult judgmental task.

Obtaln! Igthe evidence needed to e;tablish the probability, of success ofl



the refOal task for each unit of an individualized instructional prUgram
I

is formidable, if not an overwhelming task. It is still more difficOt to

imagine how one could obtain thi empirical evidence that would suppqrt the

claim that a given minimal standard-for high school graduation was optimal

in terms of future consequences of various possible standards.
1

Millman (1973) suggested that "In the absence of data about

educational consequences ..." that "... a logical analysis of the subject

matter and the extent of the instructional system..." (p. 209) bel used as

the basis for setting the passing Store. Relatively high passin 'scores1
would be required where futire learning was seen as clearly deOndent

upon the*skills and knowledge of a unit, while lower passing scores.would

be acceptablewhere
there was not such a clear dependency. This approach

difficulty of which indoubtedly
obviously requires complex judgments the

varies from area to area. Where more major decisions, such as those

required to set standards for high school graduation, are to be made,_the

determination of necessary prerequisites becomes problematic /since we

.

lack clear answers to a prior, question; .e., prerequisites for what?

Comparative Data
a

The idea that comparatlive data on theperformance of others might be

used in the setting of standards would seem tO be an anathema to dproponent

of criterion-referenced measurement. Although possibly useful for selec-

tiOn (Millman, 1973), the setting of a passing score so that a fixed

percent of the examinees pass would generally be eschewed by a criterion-

referenced measurement devotee. Indeed, getting away fr m the comparison

of performance of an individual to that of others is precisely what is

often seen as one, if not the main,sadvantage of &ger on-referenced

measurement. But, it is apt to be impractical to set standards and/apply

theth without regard for their normative implications.

30
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The following example of an actual experience of a school district

illustrates the type of problem that, can result if normative risults.are

completely ignored. The staff of a school district was given the mandate

to construct a test that would b_e_used- -to establish minimum standards for

hi. graduation. The teaohers and other professionals within the

school district deVoted considerable time and energy to defining the

domains to be covered, constructing the test items and making the judgments

necessary to set the standards.. The task was taken seriously and a con:

scientious effort was made to set a passing score in reading and one in

math that represented minimal performance levels for high school graduates.

A tryout of the tests revealed, however, that application of the passing

scores would result in the failure of approximately 25 percent of the

students on the reading test and 45 percent on the math test. Would

failure rates such as these be, educationally or socially desirable? Would

they be politically feasible?. We think not."

*It might be argued that the teache'rs making the judgments must have

used inappropriately stringent standards. But, why would ethers be expec-

ted to make more apprdpriate judgments? It might also be argued that

if the tests were given early enoubhlthey could identify potential failures

who. could be given remedial instruction before they are given alternate

forms of the tests. It seems unreasonable, however, to expect that au
brief period df remediation is likely to teach students the.minimal

essentials when that couldn't be accomplished in the previous eleven years

of schooling. Certainly, our experience with the results of compensatory

education would hardly make us sanguine with regard to this possibility.

Another illustiition of the importance of nomative feedback comes from

the Michigan Assessment Program. The assessment provided information

on the accomplishment Of "minimal objectives", by school districts

in the state. In their critique of Michigan* Assessment

am/ 11. *O. AD



Program, House, Riyers, and Stuffiebeam (1974) argued that there is ... con-

y

.

.siderable reason to believe that the objectives are not minimal" (p. 6) and
bite in support of this the result that not a'single

district in the state
was achieving "minimal objectives" as they were defined.

Such an-outcome
defies the common sense meaning of the word "minimal "; to say nothing

of a strict interpretation of the word.

Knowing that 25 percent or 45 percent of the students would fail to
meet a standard identifies a problem but doesn't tell us what to do about

. .it either in terms of educational changes or in changes in the standard.

It is information, 116i/ever, that can hardly be ignored in the overall..

judgmental process of setting standards.

Threats tollalidity of Inferences Based on Standards

,Jaeger (1976) discussed sevefal approaches to setting standards

ranging from direct methods such as the item content procedure described

above to "distal "methods involving dependence on normative data or the
.

relationship of-a test to an external measure. For each method he reviewed

the ways in which the validity of inferences based on the standard might

be threatened. A person who meets the standard is considered a' master.

and should be able to do certain things. The inference that the person

is competent to perform certain tasks may be erroneous for a variety of

reasons. .

A total of,thirteen threats to validity were identified by Jaeger.

Different methods of setting standards are subject to different threats.

But, seven threats to validity are present regardless oftthe method used

to set standards. Four of these thOats are present when the test results

are used to make inferences about domain performance. An inference about

domain performance made, for example, when the score on a test is used

to infer that a person is above the criterion level for the domain frpm

which the test.items are sampled. The other three threats to validity,



13
that are present regardless of the method used to set standards, concern

inferences about ultimate criteria. This latter type of inference will be

considered more, fully below.

According to Jaeger (1976), when inferences are limited to statements

about the performance domain from which the test items are sampled, one is

always faced with at least the following four threats to validity:

"Bias in setting domain standard level! due to
inadequate domain definiion."

"Random error among judges, who set domain standard."

"Inappropriateness of item sampling procedures: bias error in

sample standard." (i.e., passing score).,

"Inadequate item sample size: .random error in sample standard"

(p. 26).

iWith'rare exceptions; such as the domain of all addition problems with

two addends of one digit each, the first and third threati to validity are

- :..

apt to be particularly serious.. As was discussed in previous sections of

this paper, adequate domain definition is crucial. It is required not only

for adeqUate test construction, i.e.-4 construction such that the testis

representative of the domain, but also to make appropriate judgments about

the desired criterion level.

Although the threats to validity of .inferende about domain performance
, e

are serious, they pale by comparison to those for inferences-about Ultimate

criteria and the latter inferences are usually the ones of prtmarrinteest.

In isolation, inferences about domain performance "... are often uninteresting

and insufficient" (Jaeger, 1976 p. 24)% When someone meets the minimum

standards on a test for graduation from high school, the types of inference

might be limited'to ones about performance level of- the individual in the

.

well-defined domains represented by the tests. The desire for this limited

type of inference, however, was not the force that has led to the demands
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for minimum standards in states throughout the country. Inferences about

alA ndividual's competent), for various "life roles" are also desired. For

example, Kohr (1977) described a bill before the Pennsylvania state legis-

lature that deals with Minimum competency requirements. These would include,

aMong other things, evidence that a student had,minimumsompetency to

"..'...understan and perform personal finance and consumer tasks including

understanding consumer finance; computing interest rates, purchasing insur-

ance, completing personal tax forms, knowing the basis of property and

other taxes and comprehending'residential leases and purchasing agreements'"

. .

(from Pennsylvania' House Bill 770, as quoted by Kohr, 1977, p. 2). the '-

inference thaktomeone.understands consumer finance or comprehends residen-

tial leaies goes well beyond the inference that the or she can perform X

4 .

percent of the items in a domain. Not only that, but the motivating, fqrce

:actually comes from a'dencern about future behavior;A.e., how the person

,

will perform as -an adult. Concern aboutluture performance.is not unusual.
. - #

. :-.

In fact, 72ften our'interest in.current -performance only substitutes,fOr

:our truelnterest-fn later performance,' perhaps years" (Jaeger,
,

1976, p.lill In-Shgrlt, inferences about-"ultimate criteria" are often'
,.-

desired and these inferences go welt beyonedemain performance in terms of

t

scope, time and:the degree_to:*which,they can be.translated into observable behavio .
.,..

,

For inferences abOUt ultimate criteria, that are, based upon set stan-
.

. ,
dards, Jaeger identified tk'following three threats to validity:

-:' "Bias error due to invalidityof domain definition."
.. , ,

I

,',45-riir- due to inconsistency of domain-criteriOn relationship."

"Bias error due to 'invalidity ol model,for domain-criterion
4 relationship." (1976, p. 26).

, ,.. . - A

Combineg, the threats to validitifor the twotypes of inference produce a

list*that "..: is.discouraging, if nomihd-bogline g, And our knowledge of

the magnitude df errors and the Sewrit.v of such validity threats is

extremely limited." (Jaeger-, 19760im 25).
434
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The process of setting standards and -,of making inferencesbased on

those standards lacks a firm foundation. This creates problems that are

apt to be of more than academic interest. The sett'l of standards and

their use for certification has already been at issue in some recent court

cases (e.g., U.S. v. State of South Carolina, 1977). The apparent trend

toward increased use of tests to establish that standards of minimum

competency have been met for various types of certification is apt to lead

to,more cases involving the use of standards. Typical current practice is-
,

not likely to provide a basis that most- standard setters would be comfortable

defending in court.-

Empirical investigations involving real domains, inferences, and

judges could provide answers to some important queitions about the threats

to validity (see, Jaeger, 1976). The results of these investigations

coupled with considerable thought might lead to a better theoretical.foun-

dation as was suggested by Jaeger. But, a concerted effort would be

required and there are few signs that

calls for the needed research are not

Quirk, 1974).

Are Standards Necessary?

such an effort is underway, though

new le.g., Airasian b hadaus, 1972;

Glass (1976) has argued that all existing methods of setting standards

are so seriously flawed that they are apt to do more harm than good.. As

has been noted several times, there is an arbitrariness in all of the methods

of setting standards. Glass would want to avoid this arbitrariness by not

using standards. He suggested that rather than trying to set absolute

standards the focus should be on change. Improved performance is good and

a decline in performance is bad. Absolute standards are viewed as unnecessary

and, because of theiir arbitrariness,' best avoided.

We agree with Glass' conclusion that every methbd of setting standards,

involves arbitrariness at some stage. We also endorse his suggestionthit
-/
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comparisons over time have advantages over absolute judgements. We doubt,

however, that all demands for standards can be so easily sidestepped.
ti

tiany types of educational actions require something besides evidence of

improvement. Knowledge that the performance of a student is,better now

than at sometime in the past is aseful but, it doesn't answer question's

about whether the student is prepared to move on or still should receive

some form of remediation.

Comparing the performance of graduates to that of prevlous.graduates

is useful. Agreement that a decline is bad, could probably be obtained

from most people.* Unless all forms qf certification were eliminated,

however, there is stills a need for 4' standard to determine whether the .

performance is sufficient to receive the certification. The standard

will admittedly be based on some arbitrariness. It will not be an absolute.

This does not imply, however, thait a standard is'worthless.

People' will be'categoriied and differential actions taken on the basis

of those categories with or without standards-that are systematically set.

The categorizatiOn will involve human judgement and a degreejyf arbitrari,

iness with/or without systematic methods. But, the more systematic methods

have certain advantages. They are more explicit and can therefore ino.e

readily be made public and be subjected to debate. They neernot be

viewed as fixed once they are established. Indeed, as will be suggested

below part of the systematic procedure should provide for frequent review
/

anal revision.

Standards, set .by any method, may be arbitrary, but they need not

be capricious. Systematic procedures can reduce the chances of caprious-

ness. -Glass (1976) concluded that "setting performance standards'on tests

and-exercises by known methods is a waste of time" (p. 49). We disagree.

The settino of standards is an important-problem, one that deserves more

* The recent controversy over the meaning and importance of the decline.in,
scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test suggests that not everyone would even'"
a that aidecline is bad.
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time and effort that it normally receives. The methods all have defects,

but are better than nothing because in this caseAunothine really means

bidden or unknown standards.

Intertim Suggestions

In the absence of an adequate theory on which standard setting proce-

dures can be developed, only tentative guidelines and opinions can be

offered: What we judge-to be a very reasonable set of recommendations has

rice, been offered by Shepard (1976). She suggested that standard

ing should be considered-an iterative process\and'ont that involves

various audiences. The involvement of various audiences in the task-allows

for differenCei'fn points of view of these audiences. It gives explicit

recognition to the complexity of setting a single standard when different

standards would be selected by different groups of judges. While this
/

may complicate the process when the groups-are found to differ substan-

tially it is far preferable to the misleading simplicity,of using only

one relevant audience to set a'standard.

Shepard's suggestion that the process be an iterative one permits'

adjustments in the judgments based on the accuniulation of information over

time. Thus, in the example used above where the applicationof graduation

standards would hawe resulted in an unacceptably high failure rate, this

information would be fed back to.the judges who might want to modify their

judgments in light of the additional information.

Another of Shepard's recommendatiois is that normative data ought to

be provided to, judges for use in their deliberations. The norms are not

to biused to set the standards; merely to inform the judges.



Shepard's remaining reCommendation is more relevant for assessment

or accountability systems than for mastery based'instructton or the cer-
.

tificatien of individuals. This recommendation is that improvement rather

than current performance-be the standard that is employed.

Shepard's suggestions are sensible. They do not avoid the depen-

dence on human judgment, nor could they. Neither do they eliminate

Jaeger's threats to validity of the ihferences based on the use of stan-

dards: We think, however, that they provide the broad guidelines within

which defensible methodologies for setting standards may be developed. We

also concuith Conway's(1976 conclusion that "Unless standards are,

:established by some defensible. methodology which involves careful human

judgment,they will-not serve their intended purposes nor will they stand

up against the careful scrutiny of those who doubt their validite(p. 35).
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